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Dear collector and client,

This catalogue represents one of the most important offerings of India & India used aboad 
cancellations we have ever had. In recent years, Pre-Independence mint stamps of India 
have become almost unobtainable with the marked increase in the number of new and 
wealthy collectors coming into the stamp market. As more and more collectors are priced 
out of this market, they are moving in to new and specialised collecting areas. Collecting 
cancellations has seen a surge in popularity, fueled by the abundance and variety of 
material to collect and the ability to add attractive material to a collection from only a few 
Euros, with the scope to build up collections worth hundreds of thousands. The study of 
the early cancellations of India is an exciting collecting area and a field of ongoing research 
with new discoveries still being made (and surely still to be made!). Hence, this sale offers 
to the market a wealth of material and an excellent basis for the new collectors to this 
exciting field to expand their horizons and add to their collections.

We would like to thank John De Heer for is help and assistance in the lotting and 
preparation of this important sale.

David Feldman strives for excellence in lotting, presentation and promotion of every major 
property entrusted to us. We invite you to visit us in person or via the internet to examine 
and determine those lots which may be of interest to you. We hope the results will be strong 
throughout the auction, justifying our efforts and pleasing our vendors –but of course that is 
up to you the clients!

We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, April 2014

Introduction

SELLING WITH DAVID FELDMAN: If the scope, presentation and results of this auction might get you to think 
about the eventual sale of your collection, please feel free to discuss with us, at no obligation, the possibilities 
we can offer you, and the best timing and location available. Please contact one of our philatelists at your 
convenience. Results –YOUR results– really matter to us –as we know they do to you!

Marcus Orsi
Chief Philatelist
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India Used Abroad

Aden

20000 F  16 1879 (Nov 6) Envelope from Aden to the USA with 1866-78 4a green and 1876 6a  700 
   olive-bistre paying the double letter rate tied by “B-22” squared barred numeral with  
   Aden cds adjacent, reverse with London and Philadelphia bs, small central tear at top  
   of cover. This cover was dispatched from a member of the crew of the U.S.S. Ticonderoga    
   on a mission to Africa, the Middle-East, and Asia in 1878-1880 to further open American    
   trade in this part of the world. Fine and scarce, covers to the US are particularly scarce    
   at this early period as are examples of this rate 

20001 F  16 1899 (May 26) Incoming envelope from England with 1881 1d lilac die II tied by London  220 
   hooded cds, Aden 4.7.99 bs, ms “returned” with Aden 23.11.99, Suez 11.11.99 and  
   Bombay Dead Letter Office 2.12.99, with “NON-RECLAME” boxed hs on reverse and  
   “réexpédié” hs on obverse, fine and unusual 

20002 F  16 1905 (Aug 1) Incoming postcard from France to the SS China in Aden, sent unfranked  300 
   and charged postage due with French “T” hs, India “FOREIGN POSTAGE DUE / 2 ANNAS”  
   boxed hs and small violet “ADEN / UNPAID” ds, Pamiers despatch and Aden arrival cds,   
   fine and scarce postage due cover 

20003 F  16 1918 (Jul 14) Transiting postcard from the USA to Eritrea franked on the front by  300 
   Washington 1c green pair tied by St. Louis machine cancel, censored in Aden with large  
   “P” violet hs, and censored on arrival in Eritrea with “COLONIA ERITREA / CENSURA N8”,  
   scarce censored mail 

20004 F  16 1918 (Sep 13) Envelope from Aden Camp to England with 1911-22 1/2a emerald tied  300 
   by Aden Camp cds, insufficiently paying the 1 1/2a foreign letter rate and taxed on  
   arrival with 1d postage due stamp and “1d / F.B.” hs, large “P / B105” violet Aden  
   censor hs, minor perf. tone spots otherwise fine 

20005 F J  www 1922 Envelope to Bombay with 1911-22 3p grey block of four on the reverse cancelled 151 100 
   with Aden Camp 16 Jul 22 ds, minor tone spots, fine 

20006 F    16 1891-66, Collection of covers, mint and used of India used in Aden and Aden stamps,  Offer 
   with 62 covers mostly from the KEVII / KGV period with interesting items incl. QV  
   post. stat. with Aden Cantonment squared circle, one used in Perim with Perim censor,  
   one with I.E.F. 3a tied by FPO 324 cds, many with Aden Camp incl. one with registered  
   cds, some with postage due markings incl. one attempted usage of the 1937 Royal  
   Wedding 3 1/2a from Bahrain, maritime mail, later Aden issues in singles and on piece  
   with a focus on cancellations (Est. € 2’000/3’000)

   Perim Island 

20007 F  16 1897 Envelope sent registered from the Perim Coal Co. (embossed logo on backflap) to  260 
   Aden with 1892-97 2a6p yellow-green pair tied by “B” in square of horizontal bars with  
   “R” in circle hs adjacent, roughly opened with some foxing, scarce 

20008 F  16 1898 (May 31) 1a on 1 1/2a postal stationery card from PERIM (datelined) to JAVA,  100 
   cancelled by Aden squared circle, with “N.I. (Netherlands Indies) AGENT SINGAPORE”  
   squared cds, Builtenzorg and other arrival ds, fine 

20009 F   www 1900 & 1901 Pair of postcards; 1900 “Souvenir de L’Ile de Perim” picture postcard  120 
   with 1882-90 1a brown-purple tied by Aden “hatched” cds with Paramaribo (Surinam /   
   Dutch Guiana) arrival cds; and 1/4a East India Service card from Fort St. George to the  
   Political Resident in Aden and redirected to Perim, fine 

20010 F  16 1900 (Dec 27) Incoming envelope from England to Murray Hill, Perim Island, with 1881  150 
   1d lilac die II tied by Liverpool cds, Aden bs, fine and rare incoming mail 
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20011 F  16 1901 1a on 1 1/2a Postal stationery card sent from the Perim Coal Co. (violet oval  400 
   cachet adjacent) to the Netherlands, cancelled in transit at Aden, Assen arrival cds,  
   very fine and scarce 

20012 F  16 1905 Incoming postcard from the Netherlands to Perim with 1898-1924 5c carmine,  120 
   redirected to Batavia (modern day Indonesia), with Aden transit arrival and despatch,  
   Singapore, Weltevreden, Batavia, Weltevreden again and finally Soerang cds, an  
   attractive and well-travelled card 

20013 F  16 1910 Envelope sent from the Perim Coal Co. (embossed logo on backflap) to England  400 
   with 1906-07 1a carmine cancelled in transit at Aden, very fine and scarce 

20014 F  16 1915 (Apr 24) Envelope from Perim to Java (Indonesia) with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine  300 
   cancelled by Perim cds, with Bombay censor hs adjacent and censor tape on reverse,   
   with Soerabaja transit and Djember arrival cds, fine and scarce 

20015 F  16 1915 (Sep 13) Envelope from Perim to Bombay cds endorsed “On Field Service” and  500 
   sent unfranked as military mail was passed free, with “PASSED BY CENSOR” hs, reverse  
   with Perim despatch and Aden transit, minor foxing, fine and scarce 

20016 F  18 1916 (Jan 18) Envelope from Perim to England with 1911-22 1a carmine tied by Perim  220 
   cds, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs adjacent, backflap with  
   embossed Eastern Telegraph Co. logo and star-shaped arrival ds, fine and scarce 

20017 F  18 1916 (Mar 16) Envelope from Perim to Bombay endorsed “On Active Service”, unfranked  260 
   as military mail was passed postage free, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM”   
   censor hs adjacent, Perim despatch bs, cut open at right, fine 

20018 F  18 1916 (Apr 11) Postcard from Perim to Calcutta endorsed “On Active Service”, unfranked  650 
   as military mail was passed postage free, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM”   
   censor hs adjacent, Perim despatch bs and Aden Base Office transit, very fine and scarce 

20019 F  18 1916 (Apr 12) Envelope from Perim to Denmark with 1911-22 1/2a emerald and 1a  300 
   carmine pair tied by Perim cds, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs  
   adjacent, partial arrival bs, fine 

20020 F  18 1917 (Apr 11) Incoming envelope from England endorsed “On Active Service”, unfranked  260 
   as military mail was passed postage free, addressed to I.E.F. Aden then redirected to  
   Perim Island, with British “Army Post Office / S.S” cds, Indian F.P.O. No.324 cds and  
   “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs adjacent, very fine 

20021 F  18 1917 (Apr 30) Envelope from Perim to England with 1911-22 1a carmine tied by Perim  220 
   cds, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs adjacent, reverse with Eastern  
   Telegraph Co oval cachet and monogram, fine 

20022 F   1917 (Sep 1) “On Active Service” printed envelope to India, unfranked as military mail  650 
   was passed postage free, with Perim despatch cds (front and back), “PASSED CENSOR /  
   No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs adjacent, Hazara arrival bs, minor foxing,  fine and scarce 
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20015
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20023 F  18 1918 (Jul 5) Envelope from Perim to Denmark with 1913 2a6p ultramarine tied by  400 
   Perim cds, with rare s/l “OPENED BY CENSOR” violet hs applied over plain censor tape  
   at top on both sides, also with Karachi “P.B.C.” censor hs, fine 

20024 F  18 1918 (Sep 18) Envelope from Perim to England with 1911-22 1/2a emerald and 1a  260 
   carmine tied by Perim cds, with “PASSED CENSOR / No.A9 / PERIM” censor hs adjacent,   
   reverse with embossed logo of the Eastern Telegraph Co and Aden transit, fine 

20025 F   www 1919-25, Two postcards from Perim with KGV 1a frankings tied by Perim cds and an  180 
   incoming 1925 OHMS cover from Aden with 1922 SERVICE 1a chocolate and Perim  
   arrival bs, cover fault, still unusual 

20026 20032

20026 F   1928 (Dec 11) Envelope sent insured from Perim to England with 1926-33 1/2a green,   650 
   3a ultramarine and 8a reddish purple tied by single Perim cds, with Perim registered  
   label and insured label adjacent, reverse with monogram wax seals and Aden, London  
   and Cheltenham cds, fine, very attractive and scarce usage 

20027 F  18 1931 (Jan 1) Envelope from Perim to the USA with 1911-22 1 1/2a chocolate and 1921  220 
   9p on 1a carmine vert. pair tied by Perim cds, fine 

20028 F  18 1932 (Jul 7) Postcard (depicting Somali school children) sent from Perim to Siam  220 
   (Thailand) with 1926-33 2a purple tied by Perim cds, very fine 

20029 F  18 1934 (Aug 22) Envelope from Perim to Abyssinia (modern day Ethiopia), franked on the  300 
   reverse with 1932-36 1a chocolate and 1a3p mauve tied by Perim cds, with Addis  
   Ababa arrival cds adjacent, fine and a scarce destination 

20030 F  18 1936 (Mar 17) 1a Postal stationery envelope from Perim to Aden Camp, cancelled by  300 
   Perim cds, Aden Camp arrival bs, missing backflap, minor toning 

20031 F  18 1936 (Mar 31) Envelope from Perim to Aden, franked on the reverse with 1932-36 1a3p  300 
   mauve tied by Perim cds, Sheik Othman arrival cds adjacent, minor soiling and creasing 

20032 F   1936 (Apr 27) Envelope sent registered from Perim to Aden, franked on the reverse  650 
   with 1932-36 1a chocolate (3) and 2a vermilion tied by Perim cds with Perim registered  
   label and Aden arrival cds adjacent, a scarce registered usage. Ex Hornal 

20033 H G   www 1895-1960, Collection of covers, cards and 25 picture postcards (some used), better  1’000 
 F  item is 1898 registered cover from Perim Coal Co. with 1882-90 1/2a, 2a and 2a6p,  
   incl. 1950s-60s Aden used in Perim (34 covers/cards in total) 

20034 F   www 1893-1932, Group of four covers incl. 1893 incoming Egyptian postal stationery, 1910  500 
   Perim ppc with 1902-11 1a tied by Aden cds, 1918 env. with 1911-22 1/2a (3) tied  
   by Aden cds with large “P” hs, and 1932 env. with 1911-22 1/2a, 1a and 2a tied by  
   Perim cds, average to fine 

20035 F   www Group of 9 picture postcards of Perim, 8 of which are used with KEVII or KGV frankings  220 
   apart from one with Netherlands franking and indecipherable cancel, a scarce group 

20036 F   www 1893-1901, Group of 5 cards incl. three 1a on 1a6p postcards with Aden cancels and  180 
   two picture postcards (one used), fine
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   Sheik Othman 

20037 F  18 1925 (Jul 19) Envelope from Sheik Othman locally in Aden, franked on the reverse with  260 
   1926-33 1a chocolate pair tied by Sheik Othman cds with Aden cds alongside, fine 

20038 F  18 1927 (Jan 19) Envelope from Sheik Othman to England with 1926-33 1a chocolate  260 
   pair tied by Sheik Othman cds, very fine 

20039 F  18 1927 (Jan 12) Envelope from Sheik Othman to England with 1926-33 2a purple tied  260 
   by Sheik Othman cds, backflap with Devonshire Regiment shield logo, fine 

20040 F  20 1932 (Sep 11) Envelope from Sheik Othman to Wales franked on the reverse with five  300 
   1926-33 1/2a green tied by Sheik Othman cds, commercial cachet below, fine 

20041 F  20 1935 (Jun 25) Envelope from Sheik Othman to Perim Island, franked on the reverse  260 
   by 1932-36 1/2a green vert. pair tied by Sheik Othman, Perim arrival cds adjacent,   
   some soiling

Burma 

20042 F  20 1871 (Feb 28) Envelope to England with 1865 2a orange and 1866-78 4a green tied  200-300 
   by Rangoon “156” duplexes, reverse with Calcutta and Cambridge cds, crease and  
   some soiling affecting franking 

20043 F  20 1872 (Dec 23) Wrapper to England with 1868 8a rose tied by Rangoon duplex and  200-300 
   large oval Forwarding Agent cachet, reverse with Calcutta and Liverpool cds, stamp  
   slightly toned and no sideflaps

Dubai 

20044 F  20 1935 (Aug 5) Envelope addressed to J. M. C. Colvin VC in England with three 1935  600-900 
   Silver Jubilee 2 1/2a tied by “EXPERIMENTAL P.I. / K-36” cds (Dubai), fine and scarce 

20045 F  20 1935 (Aug 25) Envelope addressed to J. M. C. Colvin VC in England with 1935 Silver  600-900 
   Jubilee 1 1/4a, 1926-33 3p and 1932-36 6a all a tied by “EXPERIMENTAL P.I. / K-36”   
   cds (Dubai), fine and scarce 

20046 F  20 1935 (Jul 31) Envelope to England with 1935 Silver Jubilee 1a pair and 1/2a tied by  150-200 
   “EXPERIMENTAL P.I. / K-36” cds (Dubai), arrival bs, faults incl. toning and tears to  
   envelope

Penang 

 

20047 20048
 

20047 H   1854 4a Blue & Red head III frame I, two clear margins, with clear “B / 147” Bengal  800 
   circle, fine and scarce  

20048 H   1854 1/2a, 1a, 2a and 4a with “B / 147” cancels, 1/2a very fine with good to large  800 
   margins, 1a touched at top, 2a with clear margins and 4a faulty, scarce 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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20049 F   1854 2a green in pair tied by clear “B / 147” of Penang on 1857 entire letter written 31 15’000 
   by a French missionary in Penang to the French Foreign Mission in Paris, red PENANG  
   20.08.57 cds, red Marseille 29.09.57 transit cds, on reverse Lyon à Paris 30.09.57  
   ds, rated “16”, very fine and very rare 

Persia

   Abadan

20050 H G   www 1911-22, Group of stamps used in Abadan, better incl. piece with three 1911-22 5R,  360 
   with different cancels incl. “cork” cancel attributed to Abadan on piece, Indo-European  
   Telegraph cancel, Military Telegraph Office cds, etc., mixed condition 

20051 F  20 1918 (May 9) 500R Money order issued at Abadan with cds (SG type Z3) and ABADAN  100 
   boxed hs, Bombay censor cachet, unusual 

20052 F  20 1918 (Jan 2) Envelope from the civil post office in Abadan to England with 1914 I.E.F.  650 
   2a6p ultramarine tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z2), very fine and rare 

20053 F  20 1918 (Jun 8) Envelope from Abadan to Scotland with 1911-22 1/2a emerald and two  260 
   1a carmine tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z2), with Bombay censor cachet below and  
   censor tape on reverse, minor soiling, fine 

20054 F  20 1919 (Aug 28) Envelope sent registered from Abadan to Scotland with 1911-22 1a (2)   700 
   and 2a6p tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z3), with Abadan registered label adjacent,   
   London transit bs, very fine and rare, less than ten registered covers from Abadan  
   recorded (four of which are in this auction) 

20055 F  20 1919 (Mar) 2a Registered envelope from Abadan to Scotland with two 1911-22 1a  650 
   carmine tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z3), reverse with Abadan registration label,   
   London arrival, very fine and rare, less than ten registered covers from Abadan  
   recorded (four of which are in this auction) 

20056 F  20 1920 (Nov 27) Envelope from Abadan to England with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine tied  260 
   by Abadan cds (SG type Z2), tear in cover well clear of stamp, fine 

20057 F  20 1921 (Aug 21) Envelope from the Admiralty Inspector in Abadan to Scotland with  500 
   1911-22 1a carmine (5 on reverse), 2a purple (3) and 1R orange-brown and green  
   tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z2), reverse with two wax seals depicting anchors and  
   Cairo transit cds, tears in cover affecting two 2a, still attractive and scarce high    
   value franking 
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20058 F  20 1921 (Jan 5) Incoming envelope from Scotland to Abadan with five GB KGV 1/2d  100 
   green tied by Edinburgh machine cancel, Abadan bs (SG type Z2), fine and scarce  
   incoming mail 

20059 F  22 1922 (Apr) 1/2a Postal stationery envelope sent registered from Abadan to England  650 
   uprated with 1911-22 1/2a green and 6a yellow-bistre tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z2),  
   with boxed “ABADAN” hs along with ms “Registered”, reverse with London reg’d  
   hooded cds, less than ten registered covers from Abadan recorded (four of which    
   are in this auction), very fine and scarce 

20060 F  22 1922 (Mar 28) Envelope from Abadan to England with three 1911-22 3a orange tied by  320 
   Abadan cds (SG type Z2), “BY AIR SERVICE” boxed hs adjacent, Baghdad transit bs, fine 

20061 F  22 1922 (Nov 21) OHMS envelope from Abadan to Scotland with 1911-22 8a purple tied  500 
   by Abadan cds (SG type Z2), Baghdad and Cairo transit cds, tears in cover on reverse,  
   still attractive and scarce high value franking 

20062 F  22 1923 (Feb 23) Envelope sent registered from Abadan to England franked on the reverse  650 
   with 1911-22 1/2a emerald and seven 1a carmine tied by Abadan cds (SG type Z2),  
   obverse with “ABADAN” boxed hs and ms registration number, fine and rare, less than  
   ten registered covers from Abadan recorded (four of which are in this auction)

   Ahwaz 

20063 F  22 1908 & 1914 Pair of envelopes, with incoming 1908 envelope from the Imperial Legation  220 
   of Russia in Persia (printed backflap) sent from Teheran to the Russian Consular agent  
   in Ahwaz with attractive Arms of Persia franking on reverse; and 1914 envelope from  
   the British Consulate in Ahwaz to England via Teheran with Ahmad Shah Qajar 10ch (2) &  
   2ch (2) franking, nice pair of consular mail covers 

  

20064 F   1915 (Mar 31) Red printed envelope from the Field Post Office in Mesopatamia to  2’000 
   India, with printed inscription denoting its use exclusively for “personal matters of an  
   urgent nature, and that no mention is made of military operations”, signed by the  
   Intelligence Officer Capt. Alvrey at Division HQ, I.E.F. “D”, with censor hs, reverse with  
   F.P.O. 46 despatch cds which was in Ahwaz for only 2 1/2 months (from Mar 3rd to  
   Jun 15th), arrival bs, very rare correspondence from this particular office during that  
   time, ex Heath 

20065 F  22 1916 Group of four covers from Ahwaz incl. three unfranked “On Field Service” cover  500 
   with Ahwaz despatch (SG type Z5) to Bombay with “PASSED CENSOR D” hs, and one  
   incoming to Ahwaz with 1911-22 1/2a and 1a pair with perfins from Bombay with  
   Bombay censor hs, mixed condition 

20066 F  22 1916 Envelope from Ahwaz to England franked on the reverse with 1911-22 1/2a  300 
   green vert. pair and 1a carmine block of four tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z2), obverse  
   with “PASSED CENSOR” violet hs, backflap with embossed logo of the Persian Oil Co.,   
   some envelope tears, fine appearance 

20067 F  22 1916 Incoming “Messenger of the Sacred Heart for India” (Catholic newsletter)  100 
   newspaper wrapper from India to Ahwaz with 1911-22 3p grey tied by Bombay cds,   
   censor hs at top, some creasing, attractive 
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20068 F  22 1916 (Apr 10) Envelope from Ahwaz to Scotland with I.E.F. 1914 2a6p tied by Ahwaz  500 
   cds (SG type Z5), reverse with “PASSED CENSOR D” red circular hs, perf. faults at top  
   and small fox spot below. As quoted by Jal Cooper in his book India Used Abroad    
   ‘... I have yet to see an India I.E.F. (Indian Expeditionary Force) stamp used in Ahwaz...” 

20069 F  22 1916 (Apr 26) Envelope from Ahwaz to Portuguese India franked on the reverse with  300 
   1911-22 2a6p tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z2), obverse with “PASSED CENSOR” violet  
   hs, Goa arrival cds, envelope fault at left, fine appearance 

20070 F  22 1916 (May 31) Envelope from Ahwaz to Bombay endorsed “On Field Service” and “I.E.F  300 
   “D””, unfranked and passed postage free, with “PASSED CENSOR” violet hs, reverse  
   with Ahwaz despatch (SG type Z5) and Bombay arrival cds, very fine 

20071 F  22 1917 Envelope from Ahwaz to Scotland with I.E.F. 1914 3a orange tied by Ahwaz cds  500 
   (SG type Z2) of the civil post office, with partial “PASSED CENSOR MEF 12” circular hs  
   adjacent and endorsed “On Field Service”. As quoted by Jal Cooper in his book India    
   Used Abroad ‘... I have yet to see an India I.E.F. (Indian Expeditionary Force) stamp used    
   in Ahwaz...”, fine 

20072 20073

20072 F   1917 (Jan 1) Commercial cover sent registered from Ahwaz to Bombay with vert. strip  500 
   of three 1911-22 2a6p tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5), with registered label and  
   Bombay censor hs adjacent, Bombay bs, some creasing and minor soiling as usual for  
   a cover of this size 

20073 F   1917 (Jan 31) Envelope from Ahwaz to Bombay with 1911-22 1/2a green and 2a  300 
   purple tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5) and faint “PASSED CENSOR D” circular hs  
   adjacent, arrival bs, fine 

20074 F  24 1917 (Sep 24) Envelope from Ahwaz to England with 1911-22 1/2a green and 2a  300 
   purple tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5), with “PASSED / BASE / CENSOR / IEF” circular  
   hs adjacent, minor soiling 

20075 F  24 1917 (Dec 27) Envelope from Ahwaz to Scotland with I.E.F. 1914 1/2a green pair and  220 
   2a purple uncancelled on obverse, reverse with Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5) of the civil  
   post office, with partial “PASSED CENSOR MEF 12” circular hs adjacent and endorsed  
   “On Field Service”. As quoted by Jal Cooper in his book India Used Abroad ‘... I have    
   yet to see an India I.E.F. (Indian Expeditionary Force) stamp used in Ahwaz...” some foxing 

20076 F  24 1918 Incoming envelope from England to Ahwaz with KGV 2 1/2d tied by Letchworth  120 
   cds, with Ahwaz arrival cds (SG type Z3), redirected to Iraq with further strike and Busra  
   arrival, peripheral toning and minor faults, scarce incoming mail 

20077 F  24 1918 (Apr 24) Envelope sent registered from Ahwaz to Bombay franked on the reverse  500 
   with 1911-22 1/2a green block of four and 2a6p tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5),  
   Imperial Bank of Persia wax seal, obverse with “PASSED / 12 M.E.F / CENSOR” circular  
   hs and registered label, couple of small tears, fine 

20078 F  24 1918 (Dec 3) Envelope sent registered from Ahwaz to Bombay franked on the reverse  600 
   with 1911-22 2a purple and 2a6p ultramarine tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z2) with  
   Bombay cds adjacent, obverse with “REGISTERED” and “AHWAZ” hs with ms registration   
   box and no.,“PASSED / 13 M.E.F / CENSOR” circular hs, some tears and soil marks,    
   a scarce usage 
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20079 F  24 1919 (Sep 16) Envelope from Ahwaz to the USA with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine tied  220 
   by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5), commercial arrival cds, part of backflap removed 

20080 F  24 1920 (Feb 3) Envelope from Ahwaz to BARBADOS franked on the reverse with 1911-22  500 
   1/2a green and 1a carmine pair tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z5) and Barbados arrival,   
   minor soiling, a rare destination 

20081 F  24 1923 (Feb 9) OHMS envelope from the British Consulate in Ahwaz to Bombay franked  320 
   on the reverse with 1911-22 1/2a green and 2a6p tied by Ahwaz cds (SG type Z2),   
   Bombay arrival, very fine

   Bandar-Abbas 

20082 F  24 Large part cover (reduced at left) with 1865 1a pale brown on reverse tied by partial  260 
   Bandar-Abbas “22” duplex (SG type Z7, in use ca.1871-73), sent to Muscat, very scarce 

20083 F  24 Large part cover (reduced at left) to Yedz, Persia, with 1865 2a orange tied by Bunder  220 
   Abbas “1 / K - 5” duplex (SG type Z8, in use ca.1874-88), fine and scarce 

20084 F  24 Envelope sent registered from Bandar-Abbas to India franked on the reverse with 1865 1a  180 
   brown and 2a orange tied by “B” in barred square, with cds, registered box hs and arrival  
   cds adjacent, incl. original letter, some imperfections, still attractive registered usage 

20085 F  www Pair of envelopes from Bandar-Abbas to India, both franked on the reverse with 1873  100 
   1/2a blue tied by Bunder Abbas “1 / K-5” duplex, with Amritsar and Madvi arrival cds,  
   ok to fine 

20086 F   www Group of four covers from Bandar-Abbas, two with 1873 1/2a blue single frankings tied  200 
   by “B” barred square (type Z10) with cds adjacent, and two unfranked with postage due  
   boxed hs (one very clear, other mostly missing), some faults 

20087 F  24 1877 (Oct 31) Envelope sent registered from Bander Abbas to India with 1866-78 4a  400 
   blue-green and 1873 1/2a blue die II pair tied by Bunder Abbas “1 / K - 5” duplex (SG  
   type Z8, in use ca.1874-88), paying 4a reg’n fee and single letter rate, with boxed  
   registered hs on reverse filled in with ms, Bombay bs, fine and scarce 

20088 F  26 1878 (Mar 21) Envelope sent registered from Bander Abbas franked on the reverse  400 
   with six 1865 1a brown (two strips of 3) tied by Bunder Abbas “1 / K - 5” duplex (SG  
   type Z8, in use ca.1874-88), with boxed registered hs adjacent filled in with ms,   
   Bombay cds, minor cover faults, attractive and scarce 

20089 F  26 1888 (Oct 15) Envelope sent registered from Bander Abbas to Bushire franked on the  300 
   reverse with 1882-90 3a orange and 4a olive-green tied by Bandar-Abas squared circle  
   ds (SG type Z12, supposedly only in use ca.1892-93, this example pre-dating that),  
   paying double letter reg’d rate, with further despatch cds adjacent and Bushire REG.  
   thimble cds, obverse with boxed Bandar-Abas registered hs, small portion of front  
   missing, incl. original contents, fine and scarce 

20090 F  26 1892 (Dec 27) Envelope sent registered from Bander Abbas to Bushire franked on the  650 
   reverse with 1882-90 1/2a blue-green pair and 3a orange pair tied by Bandar-Abas  
   squared circle ds (SG type Z12, in use ca.1892-93), paying double letter reg’d rate,  
   obverse with boxed Bandar-Abas registered hs, fine and scarce 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined 
by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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20091 F  26 1894 (Mar 12) Envelope sent registered from Bander Abbas to Switzerland with  400 
   1882-90 1/2a blue-green and 4a olive-green tied by Bandar-Abas squared circle ds  
   (SG type Z12, in use ca.1892-93, this example later than that), with boxed Bandar-Abas  
   registered hs, Sea Post Office and partial arrival, minor toning, fine and scarce 

20092 F  26 1894 (Dec 19) Envelope sent from Bandar-Abbas to Muscat with 1882-90 1/2a green  160 
   tied by Bandar-Abbas squared circle ds (SG type Z12), Muscat arrival bs, some soiling  
   and minor imperfections 

20093 F  26 1912 (Oct 11) 1a Postal stationery card to Karachi cancelled by Bandar-Abas cds (SG  120 
   type Z13), with Karachi cds adjacent, vert. crease otherwise fine, message requests  
   that 2 packages of Gillette razor blades be sent to the British Consul at Bandar-Abbas 

20094 F  26 1913 (May 8) Incoming 1/4a Postal stationery card from Bombay via Bandar-Abas to  150 
   Kurman uprated with 1902-11 3p grey and 1/2a green tied by Bombay cds, with Indian  
   P.O. Bandar-Abbas cds and Persian P.O. Bender-Abbas oval ds, a nice item illustrating  
   the different spellings 

20095 F  26 1914 (Feb 14) Envelope from Bander Abbas to CHINA franked on the reverse with  400 
   1911-22 1/2a green and 1a carmine pair tied by Bandar-Abas cds (SG type Z13) and  
   Shanghai cds, very fine and a scarce destination 

20096 F  26 1915 (Nov 21) 1a Postal stationery card to Bombay cancelled by Bandar-Abas cds  120 
   (SG type Z13), with Bombay cds and “21” censor hs adjacent, very fine 

20097 F   www Group of nine covers from Bandar-Abbas, three with “B” in barred square cancel (two  180 
   1865 1/2a blue single frankings and a 1/2a postal. stat.), two with 4 corner bar  
   squared circle ds (two 1865 1/2a single frankings and two 1900 1/2a green on pc),   
   two with “hatched” cds (both 1902-11 2a6p single frankings) and one transiting with  
   Persian Bender-Abbas cds, nice group, mixed condition

   Bushire 

20098 H F  26 Envelope from Bushire to Bombay with 1865 1a brown tied by Bushire “26” duplex (SG  320 
   type Z7), Bombay bs, fine, plus examples of the same cancel on 1/2a blue pair and  
   1a brown pair 

20099 F   1866 (Dec 19) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 4 ANNA”  500 
   boxed hs and Bushier single ring ds, Bombay bs, fine and scarce 

20100 F  26 1866 (Aug 21) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA”  320 
   boxed hs and Bushire single ring ds, Bombay bs, fine and scarce 

20101 F  26 1866 (Nov 1) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA”  300 
   boxed hs and Bushier single ring ds, Bombay bs, fine and scarce 

20102 F  26 1866 (Nov 21) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA”  260 
   boxed hs (slightly unclear), Bushier single ring ds and Bombay cds, fine and scarce 

20103 F  26 1866 (May) Envelope from Bushire to India with Bushier single ring ds and Bombay  260 
   cds, ms “12as”, Bombay bs, fine and scarce 
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20104 F  26 1868 (Sep 21) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA”  300 
   boxed hs and Bombay cds, reverse with Bushier single ring ds, minor soiling, scarce 

20105 F   1869 (Jun 19) Envelope from Bushire to England endorsed “Officers Letter” with 1865  2’000 
   4a green (corner perf. fault) tied by Bushier “308” duplex, “INDIA PAID” hs and Bombay  
   bs, thin portion of backflap missing and some foxing, a very rare cancel not recorded  
   in SG Part 1, ex Heath 

20106 F   1869 (Sep 2) Incoming envelope from India to Bushire with 1865 1a brown tied by  800 
   Bombay “1” duplex, with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 1 ANNA” hs and ms “Ship Letter    
   Bushire” adjacent, reverse with Bushire single ring ds, fine and very scarce example of    
   the 1 ANNA hs 

20107 F  26 1870 (May 23) Envelope from Bushire to India with boxed “Bushire / P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA”  260 
   boxed hs, reverse with and Bushire and Bombay cds, fine 

20108 F  26 1873 (Jul 15) Incoming envelope sent registered from India to Bushire with 1865 1a  220 
   brown and 4a green tied by “1” numerals of Bombay, with boxed registered hs and  
   “TOO LATE” below, Bushire bs, missing backflap, fine 

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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20109 F  28 1873 (Apr 2) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay with 1/2a blue (2) and 1a brown tied  150 
   by single Bushire “26” duplex (SG type Z7), underpaid by 2a, reverse with “BUSHIRE /   
   P.O. / BEG 2 ANNA” boxed tax hs, “INSUFFICIENT” boxed hs and Bombay arrival, slightly  
   reduced at left, minor imperfections, still a very presentable postage due cover 

 

20110 F   1874 (Sep 26) Envelope from Bushire to France franked on the reverse with 1865  2’200 
   1/2a blue die I and three 2a orange tied by Bushire “26” duplexes (SG type Z7),   
   transit ds of Bombay, Sea Post Office and Paris along with Anglo-French “GB / 1F66c”   
   accountancy hs, opened for display, the only known cover from Bushire with an  
   accountancy hs, an attractive exhibit item 

20111 F  28 1876 (Oct 7) Envelope sent registered with 1865 1a brown and 1866-78 4a blue-green  400 
   tied by Bushire “K-5” duplex, with registered box hs below completed in ms, minor  
   soiling, fine and scarce examples of the duplex and reg’n hs 

20112 F  28 1876 (May 5) Envelope sent registered with 1865 2a orange and 1866-78 4a blue-  400 
   green tied by Bushire “K-5” duplex, with registered box hs adjacent completed in ms,   
   Bombay cds, some soiling, fine and scarce examples of the duplex and reg’n hs 

20113 F  28 1880 (Dec 2) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with two pairs  180 
   of 1868-73 1/2a blue tied by Bashir “K-5” duplexes (SG type Z8), Bombay arrival cds,  
   minor soiling, still attractive franking 

20114 F J  28 ca.1884 Envelope from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with block of four  180 
   1873 1/2a blue tied by Bushire “B” duplexes (SG type Z11), Bombay arrival cds,   
   attractive franking 

20115 F  28 1885 (Mar 1) Envelope sent from Bushire to Egypt sent unfranked, reverse with Bushire  300 
   cds, “POSTAGE DUE / 1 ANNA” hs, Sea Post Office, Suez and Cairo cds cds, obverse  
   with “T” and affixed with 1pi and 2pi postage dues on arrival, odd small cover fault,   
   very unusual 

20116 F  28 1885 (Dec 14) Envelope from Bombay via Bushire to Yedz with 1882-90 8a magenta  150 
   pair tied by Bombay duplexes, Abbassi bs, envelope slightly discoloured, incl. original  
   letter, a scarce franking 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20110
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20117 F  28 1885 (Nov 12) Envelope from Bushire to France with 1882-90 1a6p sepia pair tied by  120 
   Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12), Sea Post Office and arrival bs, fine 

20118 F   www 1888 Pair of envelopes from Bushire to India, one with two pairs of 1882-90 1a  150 
   brown-purple and other franked on the reverse with 1882-90 2a blue, all tied by 4  
   corner bar squared circle ds, nice examples of the single and double letter rate 

20119 F  28 1890 (Sep 22) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to Bombay with 1882-90 3a  150 
   orange tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12) with Bushire registered box hs,  
   below Bombay bs, minor imperfections 

20120 F  28 1892 (May 10) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to Bombay with 1882-90 4a  220 
   olive-green tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12), with Bushire registered  
   box adjacent, Bombay bs, fine 

20121 F  28 1894 & 1895 Pair of covers, the 1894 franked on reverse with 1882-90 2a blue tied by  260 
   Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z16) with forwarding agent cachet on obverse, and  
   1895 cover franked on the reverse with 1882-90 1a plum pair tied by same cancel, fine 

20122 F J  28 1895 (Apr 6) Envelope from Bushire to Egypt franked on the reverse with 1882-90 1/2a  120 
   blue-green left marginal block of six tied by BUSHIRE squared circle ds (SG type Z16),  
   with Sea Post Office, Suez and Cairo cds adjacent, fine and attractive franking 

20123 F  28 1895 (Oct 21) “On Postal Service” official postcard sent unfranked (as postage was  320 
   not required) to the Postmaster of Muscat, with Bushire despatch and Muscat arrival  
   cds, very fine 

20124 F  28 1895 (Mar 9) Cover from Bushire to Egypt franked on reverse with 1882-90 1a plum  320 
   pair tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z16), with Sea Post Office, Suez and  
   Cairo cds adjacent, sent underpaid with “T” in circle and Egyptian 4m postage due,   
   very fine and unusual 

20125 F  28 1895 (Dec 21) Envelope from Bushire to Muscat franked on the reverse with 1882-90  120 
   1a brown-purple tied by BUSHIRE squared circle ds (SG type Z16), Muscat arrival cds  
   adjacent, very fine 

20126 F DFE  28 1896 (Aug 15) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to Calcutta with 1882-90 2a blue  240 
     pair tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12) with Bushire registered box hs  
   adjacent, Calcutta bs, very fine, plus registered front with 4a olive-green 

20127 F  30 1898 (Jan 8) Envelope from Bushire sent AR registered to a Stamp Importers in England  400 
   franked on the reverse with 1882-90 1/2a blue-green (2), 1a plum pair & single, 2a  
   blue, 4a olive-green pair and 1892-97 2a6p pair, tied by Bushire squared circle ds  
   (SG type Z12) paying 6-times the 2 1/2a rate plus 2a reg’n and 1a advice of receipt,  
   obverse with Bushire registered box hs, violet “AR” and London arrival, fine and  
   attractive example of this scarce rate 

20128 F  30 1898 (May 29) 2a6p Postal stationery envelope sent registered from Bushire to  300 
   Germany uprated with 1882-90 2a blue tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12),   
   with Bushire registered box hs adjacent, reverse with German Vice Consulate in Bushire  
   paper seal, Cologne arrival, minor soiling, fine 

20129 F  30 1898 (May 30) Envelope from Bushire to England with 1892-97 2a6p yellow-green  220 
   tied by BUSHIRF (broken letter E) squared circle ds (SG type Z16), reverse with Persian  
   Gulf Trading Co. cachet and London arrival, very fine 

20130 F  30 1898 (Apr 18) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with 1882-90  220 
   1/2a blue-green block of six and a pair tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12),  
   obverse with Bushire boxed registration hs, Bombay bs, obverse fixed to reverse by  
   hinges with minor faults, still an attractive usage 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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20131 F   1899 (Feb 14) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to Germany with 1882-90 1/2a  400 
   blue-green and 4a olive-green tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12), with  
   Bushire boxed registration hs adjacent, reverse with German Vice Consulate in Bushire  
   paper seal and Cologne arrival cds, fine 

20132 F  30 1899 (Apr 9) 1a on 1 1/2a Postal stationery card sent registered from Bushire to  320 
   Germany uprated with 1882-90 1a6p sepia and 1898 1/4a on 1/2a blue-green pair  
   tied by Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12), with Bushire boxed registration hs  
   adjacent, Cologne arrival cds, some soiling, fine and scarce registered postcard 

20133 F  30 1899 (Apr 8) 2a6p Postal stationery envelope sent registered from Bushire to Germany  300 
   uprated with 1882-90 1a6p sepia and 1898 1/4a on 1/2a blue-green vert. pair tied by  
   Bushire squared circle ds (SG type Z12), with Bushire boxed registration hs adjacent,  
   reverse with German Vice Consulate in Bushire paper seal and faint arrival cds, minor  
   soiling, fine 

20134 F J  30 1902 (Sep 8) Envelope from Bushire to India franked on the reverse with 1882-90  120 
   1/2a blue-green left marginal block of eight tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds (SG type  
   Z16), with Bombay cds adjacent, reduced at left and other cover imperfections, still  
   an attractive multiple 

20135 F   1902 Persian Imperial Customs long linen envelope sent registered from the Director  800 
   General of Customs in Bushire to Lingah, with “CORRESPONDANCE DE SERVICE”   
   imprint and sent unfranked and passed free, Lingah arrival bs, Customs wax seal on  
   reverse, incl. contents, fine and rare 

20136 F  30 1902 (Mar 24) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with two 1899  400 
   3p aniline carmine tied by BUSHIRF (broken E) squared circle ds (SG type Z16), obverse  
   with horseshoe Bushire postage due hs, reverse with Bombay arrival and green “UNPAID”  
   oval, slightly reduced at right, a rare postage due marking 

20137 F  30 1902 & 1903 Pair of covers from Bushire to the same addressee in Bombay, one with  220 
   1900-02 1a carmine block of four and other with two 2a6p ultramarine franked on the  
   reverse, both tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds (SG type Z16), fine 
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20138 F  30 1902 (Sep 13) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to Germany with 1902-11 1a  220 
   carmine pair on obverse and 1882-90 1/2a green (2), 3a orange and 1902-11 1a all  
   tied by BUSHIRE / REG cds (SG type Z4), with Bushire boxed registered hs, Munich  
   arrival bs, fine mixed reign franking 

20139 F  30 1903 (Jun 4) Incoming envelope from Belgium to the Governor General in Bushire,  400 
   franked on both sides with 1893-1900 5c (2) and 10c (4) paying the double letter rate,  
   tied by Melle and Brussels cds, Bushire bs, fine and attractive 

20140 F  34 1903 (Nov 19) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to India franked on the reverse  150 
   with 1900 2a pale violet, 2a6p ultramarine and 1902-11 1a carmine vert. pair all tied  
   by Bushire REG cds (SG type Z14), with Bombay cds adjacent, obverse with Bushire  
   boxed registered hs, fine and attractive franking 

20141 F  34 1904-07, Group of four covers incl. 1900 2a6p ultramarine and 1902-11 2a6p  260 
   ultramarine single frankings and two with 1902-11 1/2a green and 2a mauve frankings,   
   all tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds with Bombay arrivals, fine 

20142 F  34 1905 (May 17) Envelope from Bushire to BAHRAIN with 1902-11 2a6p ultramarine  220 
   tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds, Bahrain bs, incl. original contents, fine 

20143 F  34 1906 & 1907 Pair of envelopes from Bushire to India franked on the reverse with  150 
   1902-11 2a6p single franking and other with 1/2a and 1a pair, all tied by BUSHIRF  
   squared circle ds (SG type Z16), with arrival ds adjacent, peripheral faults to one, nice  
   pair showing the 2 1/2a rate 

20144 F  34 1907 (May 28) Long envelope sent registered from Bushire to Iraq, franked on the  400 
   reverse with 1902-11 1/2a green strip of three and 2a6p ultramarine strip of three  
   plus single, all tied by BUSHIRE / REG cds (SG type Z4), Bagdad transit, some residue  
   affecting one stamp, fine 

20145 F  34 1907 (Apr 7) Envelope from Bushire to Constantinople with 1902-11 3p grey pair,   200 
   1/2a green (2) and 1a carmine all tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds, reverse with  
   Sea Post Office and British P.O. Constantinople cds, minor foxing around a few perfs,   
   fine and attractive 

20146 F  34 1908 (Jan 5) Envelope from Bushire to India franked on the reverse with 1902-11 3p  120 
   pair, 1a and 2a6p all tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds (SG type Z16), with arrival ds  
   adjacent, very fine 

20147 F  34 1911 (Jan 29) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with 1902-11  260 
   1/2a green and 1a carmine tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds, sent underpaid, obverse  
   with Bushire horseshoe postage due hs with ms “2” and “T” in circle, reverse with   
   “BOMBAY / UNPAID” oval green hs, Bushire cds and Umarkhadi arrival cds, unevenly  
   reduced at right, a scarce postage due cover 

20148 F  34 1912 (Feb 12) Long envelope sent registered from the Bushire British Residency and  400 
   Consulate General (imprint on backflap) to General Birdwood in Kohat (Pakistan) with  
   1902-11 1/2a green, 1a carmine strip of three and four 2a6p ultramarine all tied by  
   BUSHIRE / REG cds (SG type Z4), with Bushire registered label adjacent, arrival cds,  
   some minor soiling, still attractive 

20149 F  38 1915 (Sep 6) Incoming parcel label tag to a well-known merchant in Bushire with  400 
   1902-11 3R and 1911-22 2a and 8a all tied by CAWNPORE / PAR. cds with “V.P.”   
   label and Karachi censor hs adjacent, fine and scarce 

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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20150 F  38 1915 (Nov 15) Envelope from Bushire to Calcutta with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine tied  220 
   by BUSHIRF squared circle ds with “5 / P.C.K.” boxed censor hs, green censor tape at  
   top and reverse, Calcutta arrival, fine 

20151 20153

20151 F   1916 (Nov 6) Envelope with ms “On Field Service” from CAMP BUSHIRE (endorsed at  500 
   lower left) to Bombay, violet Bombay censor hs, reverse with FPO No.319 and Bombay  
   cds, top right corner missing, otherwise fine and rare mail from Camp Bushire 

20152 F  38 1916 Pair of envelopes endorsed “On Active Service”, sent unfranked and passed free,  220 
   one to England with Bushire cds despatch (SG type Z4) on reverse and one to India  
   with “PASSED CENSOR / BUSHIRE” violet circular hs, fine 

20153 F   1917 (Jan 8) Envelope from Bushire to Bombay with I.E.F. 1914 1/2a strip of three and  500 
   two tied by BUSHIRF squared circle ds with “PASSED CENSOR / BUSHIRE” hs below,   
   reverse with censor seal and Bombay arrival fine and scarce franking 

20154 F  38 1920 (May 15) Envelope sent registered from Bushire to France with 1911-22 2a  180 
   purple and 2a6p ultramarine tied by Bushire REG cds (SG type Z4), with registered  
   label adjacent, slightly reduced at left, fine 

20155 F   www 1867-86, Group of five covers plus lithograph view of Bushire, incl. 1867 incoming  150 
   from Bombay, two 1/2a blue single frankings with 4 corner bar squared cricle ds,   
   1878 1/2a postal stat. envelope with Bashire K-5 duplex and incoming 1/4a  post. stat.   
   card from Bombay with arrival, useful group 

20156 F   www 1867-1923, Group of 15 covers showing a range of frankings and cancels, incl.  1’500 
   attractive 1867 incoming India cover, two 1865 1/2a frankings, three 1868-73 1/2a  
   frankings, 1865 1a franking, 1892 2 1/2a franking to Egypt, 2a6p ps, two 1892-95  
   2a6p frankings, two 1/2a frankings and two KGV frankings, generally fine 

20157 F   www INCOMING: 1871-1901, Group of 12 covers incl. three incoming from India at 1/2a,   1’200 
   1a and 2a rates, six incoming from GB from 1879-1901, 1891 cover from Austria and  
   two wrappers from Netherlands, slightly mixed condition 

20158 F   www 1880-1921, Group of 12 covers, incl. 1865 2a, 1868-73 1/2a (2), 1882-90 3a,   1’200 
   1882-90 1/2a pair, 1882-90 1a, 1882-90 1a & 2a and 1902-11 1/2a frankings, plus  
   1902-11 1/2a pair redirected with Belgian stamp, 1/2a ps with postage due hs and   
   two KGV covers, mixed condition 

20159 H G   www 1882-1922, Group of singles used in Bushire, incl. Officials, with better items incl.  550 
   1911-22 3a block of six used at Bushire Camp and 1911-22 2R (not listed by SG),   
   mixed condition (22 stamps) 

20160 F   www 1884-1922, Group of 10 covers/cards incl. 1884 incoming from Egypt, 1898 & 1909  180 
   incoming from UK, 1910 registered cover with late usage of 1882-90 3a, 1919 large  
   part registered cover, 1916 1a pc from the postmaster of the British P.O talking about  
   the availability of stamps, etc. 
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   Chahbar

20161 F   1914 (Jul 3) Envelope sent registered from the Indian Branch Office at Chahbar to  1’800 
   France, franked on the reverse with 1902-11 1a carmine (4, 2 with faults) and 1911-22  
   1/2a green tied by violet “CHAHBAR / B.O. / PERSIAN GULF” cds (SG type Z3), obverse  
   with Chahbar registered label, arrival bs, minor creasing, rare 

20162 F  38 1916 (Dec 12) Incoming envelope from Porbandar (birthplace of Gandhi) to Karachi and  400 
   redirected to Chahbar, franked on the reverse with 1911-22 1/2a green pair tied by  
   indistinct Porbandar cds, with Karachi and blue-green Chahbar cds, obverse with  
   Karachi censor hs, odd tone spots, fine 

20163 F  38 1916 (Dec 23) Incoming envelope from Paladar to Bombay and redirected to Chahbar,   400 
   with 1911-22 1/2a green (corner fault) tied by Paladar cds, with Karachi censor hs  
   and blue-green Chahbar cds, Karachi and Bombay bs along with Women’s Branch War   
   & ReliefFund 1/2a vignette (just tied), top left corner cropped, scarce 

20164 F   1917 (Mar 27) Correspondence from Chahbar to Karachi with I.E.F. 1914 1a carmine  1’000 
   tied by black Chahbar cds, Karachi censor hs adjacent, reverse with Women’s Branch  
   War &Relief Fund 1/2a vignette tied by further strike, Karachi arrival bs, very fine and  
   rare franking, ex Heath 

20165 F  38 1917 (Jan 14) “On Field Service” cover from Chahbar to Captain Roger Keyes (later  500 
   Admiral of the Fleet) on board HMS Centurion, sent unfranked and passed free, Karachi  
   “3” censor hs, reverse with Chahbar despatch cds and Women’s Branch War & Relief  
   Fund 1/2a vignette, fine 

20166 F  www 1919 Field Service postcard sent unfranked and passed free from Chabbar to Bombay,  100 
   with faint despatch cds and clear Bombay arrivals, fine 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction  
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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   Henjam 

20167 F   1915 (Mar 5) Long envelope from Henjam to Bombay with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine  2’400 
   tied by Henjam cds, with Bombay “3” censor hs below, Bombay cds and censor tape  
   on reverse, fine and very rare, less than 5 covers recorded from this office

20168 G F  38 1918 Envelope from Henjam to Bombay franked on the reverse with 1911-22 1/2a  650 
   green and 1a carmine pair tied by Henjam cds partially covered by censor tape, obverse  
   with Bombay “9” censor hs, minor soiling, still very rare, less than 5 covers recorded  
   from this office, plus small piece with same franking tied by single strike of Henjam cds 

20169 H G   www 1911-22, Group of stamps used in Henjam, incl. nice block of four 1/2a with blue  150 
   cancel, see scans (21 stamps in total) 

   Jask

 

20170 F   1873 (Jun 23) Envelope from Jask to England (Ailington correspondence) with 1865 1a  4’000 
   brown vert. pair and 2a orange pair tied by manuscript “Jask / June 23rd / 1873” and  
   cancelled in transit by “309” barred diamond numeral of Muscat, reverse with Muscat,  
   Bombay and Spilsby bs, very minor tone spot at top right, fine and very rare, one of  
   only three known recorded from Jask with ms cancel (all from the same correspondence) 

20171 F  38 1887 (Apr 15) 1 1/2a Postal stationery card from the Persian Gulf Telegraph at Jask  300 
   to England, cancelled by Jask cds (SG type Z17) with Sea Post Office cds below,  
   supporting tape at left side, still scarce 

20172 F  38 1887 (Apr 14) Large part (trimmed at left) 1a postal stationery envelope from Jask to  260 
   India cancelled by Jask cds (SG type Z17), partial Bangalore bs, still scarce 

20173 F  38 1891 (Nov 20) 1 1/2a Postal stationery card from the Government Telegraph at Jask to  300 
   Italy, cancelled by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), Sea Post Office “A”, Bombay  
   and Rome cds below, couple of spike holes, fine and scarce 

20174 F  38 1892 (Oct 31) Envelope from Jask to Bushire franked on the reverse with with  300 
   1882-90 1/2a green tied by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), Bushire arrival cds  
   adjacent, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20170
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20175 F  42 1893 (Feb 10) Envelope from Jask to Muscat franked on the reverse with 1882-90  400 
   1/2a blue-green tied by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), paying the 1/2d internal  
   letter rate, with Jask cds (type Z17) and partial Indian P.O. Muscat arrival cds  
   adjacent, incl. contents, fine and scarce, plus picture postcard of the Indo European  
   Telegraph & Wireless Station in Jask 

20176 20186

20176 F   1902 (Mar 14) Envelope sent registered from Jask to a Stamp Importer in England  1’200 
   with 1882-90 1a brown-purple pair and 2a6p vert. pair tied by Jask squared circle ds  
   (SG type Z14) with Jask cds (type Z17) and London registered oval ds adjacent,   
   Colchester bs, odd tone spot, fine and very scarce 

20177 F  42 1905 (Mar 20) Envelope from Jask to Bombay with 1902-11 2a6p ultramarine  220 
   tied by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), reverse with Jask cds (type Z17) and  
   arrival cds, fine 

20178 F  42 1906 (May 22) Picture postcard from Jask to England with 1902-11 1a carmine tied  260 
   by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14) with further Jask cds (type Z17) and Sea Post  
   Office “A” adjacent, fine and scarce 

20179 F  42 1906 (Jul 3) Picture postcard of the Delhi Durbar from Jask to England with 1902-11  260 
   1a carmine tied by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14) with further Jask cds (type  
   Z17) and Sea Post Office “A” adjacent, minor soiling, fine and scarce 

20180 F  42 1911 (May 1) Incoming 1d postcard from England to Jask, endorsed “via Russia”, with  650 
   Bushire transits and several Persian Bender Abbassi (Bander Abas) transits with scarce  
   Persian Djask violet ds on arrival, heavy central crease, scarce example of incoming  
   mail at this time 

20181 F  42 1911 (Nov 9) Envelope from Jask to India with 1902-11 1/2a green and 1a carmine  220 
   pair tied by Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), reverse with further Jask cds (type  
   Z17) and Aurangabad cds, fine and scarce 

20182 F  42 1911 (May 9) Envelope from Jask to India with 1902-11 1/2a green and 2a mauve tied  220 
   by single Jask squared circle ds (SG type Z14), reverse with further Jask cds (type Z17)  
   and Ootacamund cds, fine 

20183 F  42 1912 (Feb 15) Envelope from Jask to England with Persia 1911-13 1c pair (on reverse),  400 
   2c pair and 3c pair all tied by Persian Djask ds, reverse with Indian P.O. Jask and  
   Linga cds, fine and attractive 

20184 F  42 1915 (Oct 18) Postcard from Jask to England with Persia 1911-13 6c tied by Indian  500 
   P.O. Jask cds (SG type Z3), Bombay “18” censor hs adjacent, fine and unusual 

20185 F  42 1920 (Sep 15) Envelope from Jask to Scotland with 1919 12c “Provisoire” tied by  500 
   Indian P.O. Jask cds (SG type Z3), fine and scarce 

   Linga

20186 F   Envelope from Linga to India with 1865 1a brown (corner fault) tied by crisp Linga  1’200 
   “21” duplex (SG type Z7, in use 1872-75), Bombay bs, couple of minor imperfections,  
   still very attractive example and rare 
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20187 F  42 1878 (Oct 11) 1/2a Postal stationery envelope sent registered from Linga to India  650 
   uprated on the reverse with 1866-78 4a green die II tied by “2 / K-5” Linga duplex (SG  
   type Z8) with registered box hs adjacent completed in ms, Bombay arrival cds, couple  
   of minor peripheral imperfections, attractive and scarce 

20188 F  42 1879 (Dec 12) Envelope from Linga to the USA with 1865 1a brown and 1866-78 4a  900 
   green die II tied by “2 / K-5” Linga duplex (SG type Z8), paying the 5a rate valid from  
   31st Jul 1878 to 1st Feb 1880, with Bombay, London and Philadelphia bs, minor soiling,   
   fine and scarce cover to the US at this early period and a scarce example of this rate 

20189 F  42 1892 (Aug 23) Large envelope sent registered from Linga to Bushire with 1882-90 1a  650 
   plum and strip of three 2a blue tied by Linga squared circle (SG type Z14), paying the  
   7a double letter registered rate, Linga boxed registered hs below, reverse with Linga  
   thimble and Bushire REG thimble cds, fine 

20190 F  44 1897 (Apr 25) Envelope from Linga to Muscat franked on the reverse with 1882-90  180 
   1/2a green block of four tied by Linga squared circle ds (SG type Z14), paying double  
   rate, Muscat arrival cds, small portion of back missing at left otherwise fine 

20191 F  44 1906 (Jan 2) Picture postcard (of a hunting Cheetah) sent registered to Belgium with  200 
   1902-11 1a and 2a tied by Linga cds (SG type Z13) with Linga registered box adjacent  
   along with Sea Post Office and arrival cds, a scarce registered postcard 

20192 F  44 1909 (Feb 27) Envelope sent registered from Linga to Bombay with 1902-11 1/2a  220 
   green (5) and 2a mauve tied by Linga cds (SG type Z13), with Linga registered box hs  
   below, adhesive residue on reverse along top, fine and attractive 

20193 F  44 1917 (Sep 20) Envelope from Linga to Bombay with 1911-22 2a6p ultramarine tied  220 
   by Linga cds (SG type Z13), with Bombay censor hs below, redirected back to Linga,  
   reverse with censor tape, Linga arrival cds and Bombay transits, fine 

20194 F  44 1917 (Feb 9) Persia 5ch postal stationery card from Linga to India, cancelled by  80 
   Lingah cds, with Bombay censor hs and Bannu arrival cds adjacent, very fine 

20195 F  44 1922 (Feb 26) Envelope from Linga to Bombay with 1911-22 1a carmine pair tied by  220 
   Linga cds (SG type Z2), underpaid with Linga horseshoe postage due hs on obverse,   
   Bombay arrivals, portion of envelope missing at left, scarce postage due cover 

20196 G F   www 1884-1922, Group of five covers and a piece incl. 1/2a blue on peice with postage due  180 
   hs and Linga cds, 1905 ppc with 1902-11 1a tied by hatched cds to Belgium, three  
   KGV 2a6p frankings (all different) and a late 1922 3a franking, fine 

20197 F DFE   www 1879-1910, Group of 9 covers / cards plus a front from Linga with a variety of  900 
   cancels, incl. three 1868-73 1/2a blue single frankings, 1/2a pse, 1882-90 1a, 1a pair  
   and 2a frankings, an attractive incoming mixed reign QV/KEVII franking from Nushki,  
   plus a front and a cover with five 1902-11 1/2a greens, generally fine 

   Maidan-I-Napthun

 

20198 H G     1911-22 Stamp selection incl. 1a with partial cancel (crease), 2a6p on piece and  150 
   I.E.F. 2a6p on piece with complete strikes, scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20198
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20199 F   1920 (Jan 8) Envelope sent registered from the Sub-Postmaster of FPO 134 at  3’000 
   Maidan-I-Napthun (endorsed at lower left) to a Stamp Importers in England, with  
   registered label on obverse, reverse with 1911-22 1/2a green in two blocks of four and  
   pair tied by FPO 134 cds, with London and Colchester arrival ds, fine and very rare,  
   one of only two items known to tie FPO 134 to Maidan-I-Napthun (which was open for  
   only 8 days) and the only recorded registered cover from FPO 134 

 

20200 F   1921 (Feb 21) Envelope from Maidan-I-Napthun to Iraq with 1911-22 1/2a green and  2’600 
   2a6p blue tied by Maidan-I-Napthun cds (SG type Z19), with Basra bs, portion of  
   backflap missing otherwise fine, very rare, one of less than ten items recorded from  
   the Indian Post Office at Maidan-I-Napthun 

   Mirjawa

 

20201 G   1911-22 3p Grey pair tied on piece by two clear strikes of the Mirjawa cds (SG type  220 
   Z3), not listed by SG, very fine and rare, no covers known

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20199
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   Mahommera 

20202 H G   www 1903-06, Group of three covers / cards from Mohommera incl. two 1902-11 1a  340 
 F  frankings with crisp Mahommera type Z16 squared circles, and 2a6p on cover tied by  
   “hatched” cds, plus used singles and pieces incl. 1911-22 5R, fine 

20203 F  44 1905 (Oct 21) Envelope sent registered from Mohammerah to Bombay franked on the  220 
   reverse with 1902-11 2a mauve and 2a6p ultramarine tied by crisp Mohammerah cds  
   (SG type Z13), obverse with “R / MOHAMMERA” registered box hs, reduced at right,   
   a fine and rare example of this registration hs 

 

20204 F   1908 (Jan 2) 5ch Persian postcard from Lt. A. T. Wilson of the 32nd Sikh Pioneers at  800 
   Bender-Nasseri to the 18th Tirwana Lancers in Delhi, sent during the border dispute  
   with the Turks when the British Consul for the Mohamerrah / Ahwaz area (Anglo-Persian  
   oilfields) requested the assistance of the Indian Government who sent a small mixed  
   force of infantry and cavalry, with the message telling of the arrival of the Lancers  
   and their skill at “tent-pegging”, sent via the Persian office to Mohammerah where it  
   was passed to the Indian office before being carried to Delhi, a scarce survivor of this  
   short border dispute  
     
   Note: A. T. Wilson later became a key figure in the British influence in the Persian  
   Gulf region 

20205 F  44 1915 (Feb 15) I.E.F. overprinted 1/2a postal stationery envelope from Mohammerah to  600 
   England uprated with I.E.F. 1914 1/2a green tied by Mohammerah cds (SG type Z13),  
   partial arrival bs, fine and scarce 

20206 F  44 1915 (Sep 25) Envelope sent from Mohammerah to Karachi with 1911-22 2a6p tied  650 
   by Mohammerah cds (SG type Z13), with “CENSOR’S OFFICE / RECEIVED / KARACHI”   
   dated cachet and “PASSED CENSOR / 3” cachet adjacent, reverse with “CENSOR’S  
   OFFICE / DESPATCHED” boxed cachet on reverse, fine and rare censor hs, thought to    
   be the only one known 

20207 F  44 1918 (Jul 29) Envelope to Muscat with 1911-22 2a6p tied by Mohammera cds (SG  300 
   type Z12), with Bushire censor hs adjacent, reverse with Bushire and Muscat cds,   
   some soiling 

20208 20213

20208 F   1918 (Nov 30) Envelope sent registered from Mohammerah to Iraq with British Occupation  1’000 
   of Mesopotamia 1R on 10p tied by India P.O. Mohammerah cds (SG type Z13), ms  
   registration label with “MOHAMMERAH” hs below, reverse with Mohammerah single  
   circle ds and FPO 329 arrival cds, some soiling, rare, ex Heath 
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20209 F  44 1922 (Jul 3) Envelope from Mohammerah to Muscat franked on the reverse with  150 
   1911-22 1/2a green in block of six tied by crisp Mohammerah cds (SG type Z13), with  
   Muscat arrival cds adjacent, fine and late usage of the Indian P.O. there (closed the  
   following year) 

20210 F   www 1899-1926, Group of four covers, incl. 1882-90 1/2a tied by Mahommera type Z16  400 
   squared circle, 1902-11 1/2a on cover tied by “hatched” cds with horseshoe postage  
   due hs adjacent, and two incoming covers from the UK with different GB frankings, fine 

20211 F   www 1902-21, Group of 9 covers / cards, incl. 1902 incoming post. stat. from India, three  260 
   covers transiting the India P.O. and Persian P.O. at Mohammerah, unused ppc of the  
   Sheikh’s Palace, three KEVII frankings incl. one registered, an FPO 329 cds from  
   Mohammerah, plus a front with KGV franking (10)

Singapore 

20212 F  44 1860 (Mar) Envelope to Scotland with 1856-64 4a tied by indistinct Bengal circle (JC  150 
   type 7), reverse with Singapore despatch cds (with 1859 wrong year slug), London  
   transit and Forres arrival, some peripheral faults and minor soiling

Zanzibar 

20213 F   1879 (May 3) Envelope sent registered from Zanzibar to India with 1865 1a brown and  1’000 
   two 2a orange tied by the experimental barred diamond cancel (Proud type K2, in use  
   1st Jun 1878 to July 1879) with Zanzibar cds adjacent (type D2), paying the 3a single  
   letter rate and 1a registration, sent via SS Khedive with Sea Post Office and Aden cds  
   on reverse, one of only an estimated 30 covers with this cancel, minor soiling and  
   slightly reduced at right, rare, ex Ellison 

20214 F  44 1879 (Jan 9) Envelope from Zanzibar to England from the Josephine Bartlett  1’000 
   correspondence with 1876 6a pale brown tied by the experimental barred diamond  
   cancel (Proud type K2, in use 1st Jun 1878 to July 1879) with Zanzibar cds adjacent  
   (type D2), overpaying the 5a single letter rate abroad, with Aden and partial Tamworth  
   cds on reverse, one of only an estimated 30 covers with this cancel, minor soiling,   
   fine and rare 

20215 F  48 ca.1880-82 (Jun 24) Long envelope from Zanzibar to India with three 1866-78 4a  1’200 
   green (one faulty) tied by the “BRITISH P.O. ZANZIBAR” duplex (second cancel, type KD4,   
   in use Aug 1879 to Sep 1882), paying four times the letter rate, with Aden, Sea Post  
   Office, Bombay T.P.O Enquiry Office and Mundra ds, some minor imperfections, very  
   scarce, ex Woolley 

20216 F  48 1880 (May 4) Envelope from Zanzibar to Muscat franked on the reverse with 1865 2a  400 
   orange and 1873 1/2a blue pair tied by the “BRITISH P.O. ZANZIBAR” duplex (second  
   cancel, type KD4, in use Aug 1879 to Sep 1882), with Aden and Sea Post Office cds  
   adjacent, minor soiling and roughly opened at side, scarce 

20217 F  48 1881 (May 7) Envelope from Zanzibar to Bombay franked on the reverse with 1865 1a  400 
   brown strip of three (one faulty) tied by the “BRITISH P.O. ZANZIBAR” duplex (second  
   cancel, type KD4, in use Aug 1879 to Sep 1882), with Aden and Bombay cds adjacent,  
   minor soiling otherwise fine and scarce 

20218 F  48 1882 (Oct 15) Envelope from Zanzibar to England with 1866-78 4a green and 1873  150 
   1/2a blue tied by the Zanzibar “B” duplex (third cancel, type KD5, in use Aug 1882 to  
   September 1884), with Aden and Chesterfield bs, some imperfections incl. missing  
   backflap, considered scarcer than the second cancel with less than 40 covers known 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20217
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20218
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20227
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20219 F   1883 (Mar 2) Envelope from Zanzibar to England with 1866-78 4a green and 1873  800 
   1/2a blue (perf. fault) tied by the Zanzibar “B” duplex (third cancel, type KD5, in use  
   Aug 1882 to September 1884), with Aden and Oxford bs, fine, considered scarcer than  
   the second cancel with less than 40 covers known, ex Sturton 

20220 F  48 1884 (May 12) Envelope from Zanzibar to Wales with 1866-78 4a green and 1873  400 
   1/2a blue tied by crisp Zanzibar “B” duplex (third cancel, type KD5, in use Aug 1882  
   to September 1884), with Aden, Sea Post Office and Cardiff bs, peripheral faults incl.  
   small portion missing on reverse, considered scarcer than the second cancel with less  
   than 40 covers known 

20221 F  48 1886 Pair of envelopes from Zanzibar to Germany / England with 1882-86 3a orange  500 
   and 4a6p green single frankings respectively, both tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds  
   (four corner bars, type KD7a, in use 1884 to 1887), with Aden, Sea Post Office and  
   arrival bs, some soiling otherwise fine, nice pair showing the normal UPU rate and  
   special UK rate 

20222 F  48 1887 & 1889 Pair of envelopes from Zanzibar to India both franked on the reverse  500 
   with 1882-90 1a brown-purple strips of three paying single letter packet rate to,  
   India tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds (3 corner bars), 1887 env. not carried by P&O  
   Line according to records, 1889 env. carried to Suez and transferred to SS “Siam”,   
   minor soiling 

20223 F  48 1887 (Jul 28) Envelope from Zanzibar sent locally franked on the reverse with 1882-86  220 
   1a brown-purple tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds (three corner bars, in use  
   1887-1894), minor soiling, fine and early usage of this cancel (earliest recorded  
   is 3rd June) 

20224 F  48 1888-1890, Group of 3 covers from Zanzibar with 1882-90 3a orange single frankings  650 
   all tied by Zanzibar squared circular ds (3 corner bars), one to Austria and two to  
   Germany, all with arrival bs, some soiling otherwise fine 

20225 F  48 1888 (Oct 23) Envelope from Zanzibar to Germany with 1882-86 3a orange vert. pair  260 
   tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds (three corner bars, in use 1887-1894), paying double  
   the UPU rate, with Aden, Sea Post Office and Lindau bs, fine and fresh 

20226 F  48 1890 & 1893 Pair of postal stationery cards from Zanzibar to Germany, both cancelled  400 
   by Zanzibar squared circle ds (3 corner bars), 1893 card uprated with 1882-90 1a6p  
   sepia, both with Aden and arrival cds, fine 

20227 F  48 1890 (Oct 13) Envelope from Zanzibar to England with 1882-86 4a6p green tied by  300 
   Zanzibar squared circle ds (three corner bars, in use 1887-1894), underpaid for the  
   double letter rate with “T” in circle and charged 9a with “11d / F.B.” (equivalent to  
   9a) postage due hs on arrival, London bs, fine, ex Siebentritt 

20228 F  50 1892 (Jul 18) Envelope sent registered from Zanzibar to Austria with three 1882-90  500 
   4a olive-green tied by Zanzibar “REG” cds (type R2), paying quadruple registered rate,  
   with “R” in circle below, sent from a crew member of H.M.S. Raleigh (imprint on  
   reverse), the British Flag Ship for East Africa & COGH at the time and sent 2 days  
   after its arrival into Zanzibar, with Aden and Vienna cds, minor soiling, fine 
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20229 F   1893 (Aug 26) Long envelope from Zanzibar to Dar-Es-Salam (German East Africa) with  400 
   1892-95 2a6p green tied by Zanzibar squared circular ds (3 corner bars), reverse with  
   embossed logo of the Eastern Telegraph Co., with Bagamoyo and Dar-Es-Salam bs, fine 

20230 F  50 1893 (Aug 4) 1/2a Postal stationery envelope from Zanzibar to Germany with 1882-86  260 
   1a brown-purple pair tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds (three corner bars, in use  
   1887-1894), sent via French paquebot SS “Caledonian” with hexagonal “LIGNE N /   
   PAQ. FR No1”, reverse with Aden and Blankenese arrival cds, very fine 

20231 F  50 1893 (Jan 6) 1/2a Postal stationery card from Zanzibar to Germany uprated with 1882-  220 
   90 1a brown-purple both cancelled by Zanzibar squared circular ds (3 corner bars),  
   over-franked, with Aden and Hamburg cds adjacent, some light creasing, fine 

20232 F  50 1893 (Oct 30) Envelope from Zanzibar to India franked on the reverse with 1892-95  150 
   2a6p green vert. pair tied by Zanzibar squared circular ds (3 corner bars), paying double  
   letter rate, carried on Deutsche Ost-Afrika Linie SS “Safari”, with Bombay, Rajkot and  
   Pothari cds adjacent, minor cover discolouration, fine 

20233 F  50 1894 (Nov 28) Eastern Telegraph Company printed “TELEGRAM” envelope sent registered  500 
   from Zanzibar to MADAGASCAR franked on the reverse with 1882-90 2a blue and 2a6p  
   green tied by Zanzibar “REG” cds (type R2), with hexagonal French paquebot ds adjacent,   
   sent via SS “Ava”, small portion of backflap missing otherwise fine and scarce 

20234 F  50 1894 (Dec 19) Envelope from Zanzibar to Tanga (German East Africa) with 1892-95  400 
   2a6p tied by crisp Zanzibar “hatched” cds (early use, in use 1894-98), Tanga bs, very  
   fine, illustrated in “Zanzibar’s Postal History Legacy” by DuBro 

20235 F  50 1894 (Apr 8) Commercial envelope from Zanzibar to Bagamayo (German East Africa)   260 
   with 1882-86 1/2a green and 2a blue tied by Zanzibar squared circle ds (three corner  
   bars, in use 1887-1894), reverse with indistinct arrival cds, fine 

20236 F  50 1894 (Oct 12) 1a Brown newspaper wrapper from Zanzibar to Kilwa (German East  220 
   Africa) uprated with 1882-90 1/2a green both cancelled by Zanzibar “hatched” cds  
   (early usage still showing broken “I”, Proud records 22 Sep 1894 as earliest), very fine 

20237 F  50 1895 (Jun 2) Envelope sent registered from Zanzibar to Karachi franked on the reverse  300 
   with 1882-90 1/2a green and 2a blue (2) tied by Zanzibar “REG” cds (showing month  
   and date reversed from earlier use of this cancel), with Sea Post Office and Karachi  
   cds, obverse with “R” in circle hs, minor soiling and slightly reduced at side 

20238 F  50 1895 (Jul 19) Envelope from Zanzibar to India franked on the reverse with 1882-90  220 
   1/2a green and 2a blue both tied by Zanzibar “hatched” cds, a late usage of Indian  
   stamps used in Zanzibar (overprinted Indian stamps were introduced in November),   
   Bombay and Pardhari cds, minor imperfections 

20239 F    50 1880-95, Group of three covers and a large part cover, incl. incoming from England  260 
   with the first cds used as a receiver (one of only four covers with this receiver known),  
   small portion of backflap missing; 1/2a post. stat envelope to Pemba with “hatched”  
   cds showing damaged “I”; 2a6p post. stat. envelope to Transvaal with 3 corner bar  
   squared cds and large part OHMS cover with 12a2p franking and scarce “SHIP  
   LETTER / POSTAGE DUE” boxed hs 
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Collection of 
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Cancellations

Jal Cooper Types  20240-20390
District Post 20391-20400
Other Cancels 20401-20429



A Guide to the Cancellation Types
Currently, the most pre-eminent treatise on this subject is Jal Cooper’s «Early Indian Cancellations» which was published 
in 1948. The following lots are identified and ordered by their types using this book as a reference. We have re-produced 
the major types below as per Jal Cooper (JC), but there are many sub-types and varieties of each cancel to look out for. 
The «Catalogue of the Handstruck Postage Stamps of India» by D. Hammond Giles was also used as a reference in 
the following lots.
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JC Type 1a JC Type 8fJC Type B4
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JC Type 2b JC Type 10JC Type 6

JC Type 2c JC Type 11JC Type 7
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The Topaz Collection of early India Cancellations

   Jal Cooper Types

 

20240 F   JC TYPE 1: 1854 Envelope with 1854 Litho 1a red BLOCK OF EIGHT on reverse tied by  1’000-1’500 
   large diamond dot cancel in blue, stamps torn on opening and stamp missing on front,  
   still a very attractive multiple on cover, scarce 

20241 F  50 JC TYPE 1: 1854 (Oct 18) Entire from Delhi to Benaras with 1854 1/2a blue, touched,  800-1’000 
   tied by type 1 dotted lozenge (10x9 dots), reverse with despatch box ds with variety  
   “Paid.” inverted, corrected with further strike, fine 

20242 F  50 JC TYPE 1: 1855 Envelope from Burma via Calcutta & Marseille to Aberdeen, Scotland  200-300 
   with 1854 Litho 1a red tied bz diamond of dots, incl. enclosure, fine & scarce 

20243 F  50 JC TYPE 1: 1855 Envelope from Thatamayoo, Burma, via Calcutta & Marseille to  200-300 
   Aberdeen, Scotland, with 1854 Litho 1a red tied by diamond dot cancel in black, incl.   
   enclosure, fine & scarce 

20244 F  60 JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Feb 8) Envelope to England with two 1854 4a blue & red frame I  400-600 
   head II, both cut to shape and touched, tied by type 1 dotted diamond (9x9 dots),   
   despatch and arrival bs, slightly toned otherwise fine 

20245 F  60 JC TYPE 1: 1855 (May 3) Incoming envelope from England to Calcutta with GB 1854  700-1’000 
   1s green embossed, cut to shape and touched, forwarded to Patna and franked with  
   1854 1a red, touched, both cancelled by JC type 1 dotted diamond (9x9 dots), despatch  
   and transit bs, some toning, scarce mixed country franking 

20246 F  60 JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Jul 10) Wrapper from Sattara to Ahmednuggur with 1854 1/2a blue,  700-1’000 
   touched, tied by type 1 dotted lozenge (8x8 large square dots), reverse with Sattara  
   box “Paid.” ds (unrecorded by Giles), missing a sideflap and minor toning to stamp 

 

20247 F   JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Jul 12) Envelope from Sholapoor to England with 1854 2a green  400-600 
   (small tear) and two 4a blue & red head die II frame die I, both cut to shape and touched,  
   tied by JC type 1 dotted diamond (9x9 dots), with despatch “Paid.” box hs and London  
   cds adjacent, Leamington bs, fine looking cover 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20240
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20247
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20248 F  60 JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Jul 17) Envelope to Wales with two 1854 4a blue & red 3rd printing  500-800 
   head die II and frame die I, cut to shape and cut into, both cancelled by type 1 dotted  
   lozenge (7x7 dots), with Madras and London cds adjacent, transit and arrival cds, very  
   attractive little cover 

 

20249 F   JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Oct 8) Entire from Calcutta to France with four 1854 4a blue & red,  6’000-8’000 
   head III frame II, franked on both sides and tied by JC type 1 dotted diamond, all  
   with clear margins, one with crease, French arrival cds, fine and attractive franking 

 

20250

20252

20250 F   JC TYPE 1: 1855 (Oct 18) Entire sent registered to Bushire with 1854 2a green,  2’000-3’000 
   touched, and two 4a blue & red frame II head III, cut to shape and touched, tied by JC  
   type 1 dotted diamond (9x10 dots), with reg’d hs adjacent, reverse with Bombay cds,  
   rare registered usage 

20251 F  60 JC TYPE 1: 1857 (Sep 12) Wrapper from Madras to England with 1854 4a blue & red,   300-400 
   cut to shape and touched, cancelled by type 1 dotted lozenge and tied by London cds,   
   with Madras bs showing “S” of “SP” reverse, horiz. crease affecting stamp and minor  
   toning to cover 

20252 F   JC TYPE 1: 1857 (Oct 13) Envelope from Madras to England with 1854 4a blue & red  1’200-1’500 
   2nd printing, cut square and touched, and 1854 2a green, touched, both tied by type  
   1 dotted lozenge (8x9 dots), with Madras and London cds adjacent, minor toning 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20249
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20250
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20252
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20254

20253

20253 H F    60 JC TYPE 1a: 1855 (Aug 1) Envelope from Lord Dalhausie to Calcutta with 1854 2a  1’200-1’500 
   green (outer framelines touched only) cancelled by small dotted lozenge type 1a cancel  
   (4x4 dots), reverse with ornate wax seal of the Private Secretary’s Office, minor toning  
   to stamp, plus 1854 2a green vert. pair with “AM” cancel with faults  

20254 F   JC TYPE 1c: 1855 (Jun 25) Wrapper from Behrampore to Calcutta with 1854 1a red,   800-1’200 
   no margins, tied by type 1c dotted circle, reverse with despatch and arrival cds, several  
   hinge remnants on reverse, a very scarce example of this cancel  

20255 F   JC TYPE 1c: 1855 (Jun 30) Wrapper from Behrampore to Calcutta with 1854 1a red  1’000-1’500 
   die I stone A, good to huge margins, tied by type 1c dotted circle cancel, reverse with  
   despatch and arrival cds, no sideflaps and vert. crease reinforced from behind, still a  
   very rare and attractive example of this cancel 

20256 F  60 JC TYPE 1c: 1855 (Dec 20) Envelope to England with 1854 2a green, close to good  1’000-1’500 
   margins, tied by JC type 1c dotted circle cancel, reverse with Bombay and arrival cds,  
   large tear to envelope, still a presentable example of this rare cancel 

20257 H F 60 JC TYPE 1: Group of 8 covers, a front and some stamps, all 1854 1/2a and 1a  1’000-1’500 
 DFE     frankings incl. 2a green on cover sent from Lord Dalhousie and 2a strip of three on  
   part cover, as well as three single 4a cut to shape 

20258 H F    60 JC TYPE 1: Group of 23 covers and some litho single stamps (9) neatly mounted and  3’000-4’000 
   written up on 9 album pages, with lithos and East India frankings incl. some Giles  
   unrecorded boxed ds, one with unknown “A.M” intaglio cancel, some litho pairs on  
   three covers, better than average quality 

 

20259 H F     JC TYPE 1: Group of 12 covers & 13 stamps, neatly mounted and written up on 6 album  1’500-2’000 
   pages, with lithos and East India frankings incl. some Giles unrecorded boxed ds, TPO  
   markings, incl. a 1854 1a red left marginal with inscription and JC type 1c cancel, a  
   late usage on 1871 cover, etc., better than average quality 

20260 H F    60 JC TYPE 1: Group of 14 covers & 24 stamps neatly mounted and written up on 8 album  1’000-1’500 
   pages, with lithos and East India frankings incl. some Giles unrecorded boxed ds, four  
   4a cut to shape and a selection of 1855 & 1865 East India singles (late usage), better  
   than average quality 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20254
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20255
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20259
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20261 F    64 JC TYPE 1: Group of 20 covers neatly mounted and written up on 9 album pages,   3’000-4’000 
   with lithos and East India frankings, one with 1/2a tied by blue cancel, a couple of  
   registered usages & a few native covers, mixed condition 

20261A H G    www JC TYPE 1 & 2: 1854 Litho selection incl. 5 covers and 9 stamps, incl. type 2 in   400-600 
 F  blue on 1/2a cover, ones with unrecorded Burdwan and Vizagapatam ds and two 
   with ms cancels, mixed condition   

20262 F  64 JC TYPE 2: 1855 (May 1) Envelope to England with two 1854 4a blue & red (both  500-800 
   touched and slightly overlapping bottom edge) cancelled by type 2 10-line barred diamond,   
   with Bombay and London cds, plus cover with same cancel but with stamps missing 

 

20263

20264

20263 F   JC TYPE 2b: 1857 Envelope from Lingsugoor to Hyderabad, franked Litho 1/2a blue,   1’500-2’000 
   good to large margins, tied by superb diamond of 9 widely spaced bars, very fine and  
   an extremely rare showpiece 

20264 F   JC TYPE 2c: 1855 (Jul 17) Wrapper from Punjamal with 1854 1/2a blue, fine margins,  1’500-2’000 
   cancelled by type 2c 11-barred circle, reverse with unrecorded “PUNJAMAL / POST PAID”  
   boxed ds, minor soiling otherwise fine and rare 

 

20265 F   JC TYPE 2c: 1855 (Jul 22) Wrapper from Streeviegundum franked on the reverse with  1’500-2’000 
   1854 1a red die II pair, good to very large margins, cancelled by type 2c 11-barred  
   circle, with unrecorded Streeviegundum “POST PAID” box  hs adjacent, small portion  
   of envelope missing, very rare 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20264
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20263
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20265
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20266 F   JC TYPE 2c: 1857 (Sep 14) Entire from Penguri to Madura with 1854 1/2a blue, touched  1’000-1’500 
   on two sides, cancelled by JC type 2c barred circle, reverse with unrecorded large red  
   “POSTOFFICE / PENGURI / PAID” intaglio circular ds, fine and very rare 

20267 H  www JC TYPE 2c: Group of 10 type 2c cancels on stamps plus a 1868 piece with four 1/2a  200-300 
   and four 1a brown, incl 1854 1/2a and 1a (horizontal crease but it is the one pictured  
   in Jal Cooper’s book), and East India 1/2a (3 and pair), 2a (2) and 4a, plus five stamps  
   with other type 2 cancels, slightly mixed condition (23) 

20268 H F    64 JC TYPE 2: Group of 15 covers with 1/2 and 1a litho frankings neatly mounted and  2’000-3’000 
   written up on 6 album pages, one with Talook boxed ds on reverse, one Bombay ship  
   letter, and a cover with two pairs of the 1a, better than average condition 

20269 F  64 JC TYPE 4: 1856 (Apr 12) Envelope sent registered Kamptee to Seainderabad with 1854  400-600 
   1a red (fine to very good margins) tied by crisp “76” barred diamond numeral, reverse  
   with faint despatch box hs, “1st.D” and Bombay transit, minor soiling otherwise fine 

20270 F  64 JC TYPE 4: 1857 (Feb 27) Envelope from Kurachee to Scotland with 1854 4a red &   200-300 
   blue (cut to shape and cut into) cancelled by “95” diamond barred numeral, with “INDIA  
   PAID” and London cds adjacent, redirected with reverse showing several transits, incl.  
   original contents, fine 

20271 20273
 

20271 F   JC TYPE 4: 1857 (Jul 23) Envelope from Mundleiser to England with 1854 2a green  400-600 
   and 4a blue & red, cut to shape and both touched, tied by JC type 4 “44” diamond  
   barred numerals, with unrecorded Mundleiser boxed ds adajcent, reverse with Bombay  
   and London ds, fine 

20272 F  64 JC TYPE 4: 1858 (Jan 3) Envelope sent registered from Gogo to Bombay with 1854  700-1’000 
   1a red pair, touched, and 1855 4a black, trimmed perfs, tied by JC type 4 “31” diamond  
   barred numerals, reverse with registered hs, despatch and arrival cds, portion of  
   backflap missing and some soiling 

20273 F   JC TYPE 4: 1859 (Jul) Envelope from Sholapore to England with two 1854 1a red  800-1’200 
   (both four margins) and 1858-64 4a black tied by bluish-black “64” barred diamond  
   numerals, reverse with Sholapore boxed ds, Bombay and Chippenham cds, minor  
   soiling otherwise a fine and scarce perf. and imperf. combination 
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20274 F   JC TYPE 4a: 1857 (May 1) Entire to England with two 1854 4a blue & red frame II  800-1’200 
   head III, both cut to shape and touched, cancelled by JC type 4a “I” diamond barred  
   numerals, with London arrival adjacent and Bombay and bs, fine 

20275 F  64 JC TYPE 4a: 1858 (May 8) Mourning envelope to England with two 1854 2a green, no  400-600 
   margins, and 1855 4a black tied by type 4a “I” diamond barred numerals, with London  
   arrival adjacent and Bombay and bs, fine 

20276 F  64 JC TYPE 4b: 1858 (Feb 1) Mourning envelope from Mhow To England with 1854 2a  400-600 
   green (no margins) and 1856-64 4a black tied by “43” diamond barred numeral, with  
   “INDIA PAID” and London cds adjacent, reverse with Mhow boxed Paid hs, Bombay and  
   London cds, fine and scarce combination of perf. and imperf. 

20277 F  64 JC TYPE B4: 1858 (Feb 9) Entire to England with 1854 2a green (fine to large margins)  700-1’000 
   and 1855 4a black tied by “1” barred diamond numerals, with London and Bombay  
   transits, very fine and scarce perf. and imperf. combination 

20278

20279

20278 F   JC TYPE B4: 1857 (Feb 2) Envelope to Scotland with 1854 2a green and 4a blue &   2’000-3’000 
   red frame I head III, both touched, cancelled by type B4 “I” diamond barred numerals,  
   reverse with Bombay and Fortrose arrival cds, minor discolouration  

20279 F   JC TYPE B4a: 1866 (Sep 20) Envelope to England with 1865 8p mauve (perf. faults)   1’000-1’500 
   and 1866 6a purple (SG.66) tied by type B4a “Bombay India Paid” “1” duplex (lines  
   ascending left to right) and by Forbes & Co. Forwarding Agent monograms, London  
   arrival adjacent, vert. crease through 8a 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20274
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20280 F  64 JC TYPE B4c: Two envelopes; 1863 (Oct 17) Envelope sent registered with 1856-64  400-600 
   2a buff block of four tied on the reverse by JC type 4 “I” numeral, obverse with  
   registered “horse-shoe” hs in black with Calcutta ds, plus 1868 (Mar 14) envelope  
   sent registered to Secunderabad with 1865 2a yellow and 4a green cancelled by type  
   B4c hollow “1” diamond bar numerals with red registered “horse-shoe” below, arrival  
   bs, both with various faults 

20281 F  64 JC TYPE B4f: 1880 (Jan 3) Envelope to Scotland with 1865 1a brown, 2a orange and  100-150 
   4a green tied by type B4f “1” numeral roller cancel, reverse with Wellington Pier  
   despatch and Edinburgh arrival, very fine 

20282 F  64 JC TYPE B4f: 1880 (Jan 3) Envelope to Scotland with 1868 8a rose and 1876 6a  100-150 
   olive-bistre tied by JC type B4f “1” numeral roller cancel, reverse with Wellington Pier  
   despatch and Edinburgh arrival, fine 

20283 H F    64 JC TYPE B4: Group of 19 covers and some loose stamps neatly mounted and written  2’000-2’600 
   up on 8 album pages, with three 1854 litho frankings incl. one with Bombay ship letter  
   to Bushire, a fine group 

20284 H F    66 JC TYPE B4: Group of 18 covers and 9 stamps neatly mounted and written up on 7  1’000-1’500 
   album pages, incl. three litho frankings, one cover with Ellichpoor Post Paid hs  
   unrecorded by Giles, one mourning cover, one registered, etc., better than average quality 

20285 H F    66 JC TYPE B4: Group of 17 covers and 10 stamps neatly mounted and written up on 7  700-1’000 
   album pages, East India frankings with some nice colour frankings, incl. some hs such   
   as Bombay Receiving House, Insufficient, Too Late, etc., one to Aden with “ADEN St.    
   POINT” cds on reverse, a fine group

20286 F    66 JC TYPE B4: Group of 17 covers neatly mounted and written up on 5 album pages, incl.  1’000-1’500 
   1854 1a pair Bombay ship letter, five with roller cancels, etc., nice group 

20287 F    66 JC TYPE B4: Group of 12 covers neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages, incl.  700-1’000 
   two litho frankings with Giles unrecorded box ds, hs incl. Bombay Receiving House  
   No.5, East India frankings, a fine group 

20288 H F    66 JC TYPE 4 & Varieties: Group of 19 covers and 38 stamps neatly mounted and written up  1’500-2’000 
   on 9 album pages, with eight litho frankings incl. a 4a on cover (cut to shape), several  
   with unrecorded hs by Giles, registered, etc. a very nice group 

20289 H F    66 JC TYPE 4 & Varieties: Group of 19 covers and some stamps neatly mounted and  1’000-1’500 
   written up on 8 album pages, with one litho franking and six litho single stamps, one  
   nice mourning cover, plus colourful & multiple frankings, fine group 

20290 G F    66 JC TYPE 4: Group of 13 covers, 5 pieces (incl. four with the abnormal “93” of  400-500 
   Sattara on Service stamps) and four 1854 1/2a, a variety of frankings incl. multi-  
   coloured, fine 

20291 F    66 JC TYPE 4: Group of 10 covers from Bombay receiving houses with JC type 4 duplexes  1’000-1’500 
   incl. Mazagaon “2” (2), Mumbadevee “3” (3), Byculla “5”, Colaba “6”, Mahim “7”,   
   Oolwa “8” and Apollo Bunder “10”, mostly 1/2a frankings, incl. three with “TOO LATE”   
   and one with “Rg. House / No.3” boxed hs, mixed condition 

20292 F    66 JC TYPE 4 & B4: Group of 18 covers and 38 stamps neatly mounted and written up on  1’000-1’500 
   9 album pages, with two litho frankings incl. one with very rare Ellichporecamp Post  
   Paid hs in smaller size than is normal and unrecorded by Giles, generally fine 

20293 F  66 JC TYPE 5: 1856 (May 1) Envelope from Attock to England with 1854 4a blue & red  400-600 
   vertical pair (just still attached), 4th printing, cut to shape and both just touched in  
   places, tied by JC type 5 “230” diamond barred numerals, with despatch, Bombay,  
   “P.M”, and Ilfracombe arrival ds, minor ageing to cover 

20294 H F    66 JC TYPE 5 & 5A: Group of 14 covers and four 4a lithos cut to shape, with 7 litho  2’000-3’000 
   frankings incl. two with two with perf. / imperf. combinations incl. one with 1a pair,  
   one cover with 2a green pair, all neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages,  
   attractive group 
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20295 H F    66 JC TYPE 5 (MIXED): Group of 17 covers and 9 stamps (incl. lithos with 1a pair), with  1’000-1’500 
   7 litho frankings incl. one with 2a green pair all neatly mounted and written up on 7  
   album pages, a QV 1/2a postal stationery with albino embossed die, interesting group 

20296 H F    66 JC TYPE 5: Group of 12 covers and 18 stamps, with 7 litho frankings incl. one with  1’000-1’500 
   two 1a in combination with 4a black, all neatly mounted and written up on 6 album  
   pages, fine group 

20297 H F    66 JC TYPE 5 (MIXED): Group of 13 covers and 11 stamps neatly mounted and written up  700-1’000 
   on 6 album pages, with three 1/2a litho frankings on local native covers, a nice group 

20298 H F    66 JC TYPE 5 NWP: Group of 15 covers and some stamps neatly mounted and written up  700-1’000 
   on 5 album pages, with seven 1/2a litho frankings incl. a late use of a type 9 Giles, one  
   cover with “647” numeral from an unrecorded P.O., some instructional hs, a fine group 

20299 H F    66 JC TYPE 5 NWP: Group of 18 covers and some stamps (incl. 10 lithos) neatly mounted  500-800 
   and written up on 7 album pages, with five 1/2a litho frankings, one cover with “44”  
   numeral reversed after reopening of P.O. after Mutiny in 1858, nice group 

20300 F    66 JC TYPE 5 NWP: Group of 17 covers neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages,   1’500-2’000 
   with five litho frankings incl. one with two 1a pairs, one with 2a imperf. with 4a black,  
   etc., a very nice group 

20301 F    66 JC TYPE 5 NWP: Group of 17 covers neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages,   500-800 
   with two 1/2a litho frankings, many addressed to England or Scotland, fine 

20302 F    68 JC TYPE 5 NWP: Group of 16 covers neatly mounted and written up on 5 album pages,   400-700 
   with four 1/2a litho frankings on local native covers, plus some postal stationery, fine 

 

20303 F   JC TYPE 6: 1856 (Jul) Small native envelope sent registered from Bangalore with two  1’000-1’200 
   1854 1/2a blue pairs (both with clear margins most of the way around), tied by “C /  
   10” type 6 cancel, with Madras boxed ds adjacent and despatch box ds on other side,  
   minor soiling, very attractive 

20304 F  68 JC TYPE 6: 1856 (Mar 6) Entire from Mangalore to Madras with 1854 1a red die I, close  200-300 
   to large margins, tied by “C/24” type 6 numeral with faint despatch boxed ds adjacent,  
   reverse with GPO arrival, small portion of backflap cut off, some discolouration 

20305 F  68 JC TYPE 6: 1856 (May 3) Envelope from Vellore to Secunderabad with two 1854 1/2a  200-300 
   blue die I, both touched, tied by blue “C/123” type 6 numerals, reverse with despatch  
   boxed ds, hinge remainders and backflap faults 

20306 F  68 JC TYPE 6: 1857 (Mar 16) Envelope from Poonamallal to England with 1854 4a blue   400-600 
   & redhead III frame II, cut to shape and touched, tied by type 6 “C/118” numeral,   
   despatch box ds, Madras, London, Halifax and Lightcliffe cds, minor soiling 

20306A H   JC TYPE 6a: 1854 1/2a to 4a set of four with type 6a “C / 152” cancels of TRANQUBAR   1’500-2’000 
   (Danish India), 1/2a with tear and creasing, 1a & 2a with thin, 4a fine, rare

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20303
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20307 F  68 JC TYPE 6a: 1857 (Jul 19) Envelope from Trichinopoly to England with 1854 4a blue   400-600 
   & red head III frame II tied by type 6a “C/153” numeral, Madras and arrival bs, minor  
   soiling, fine 

20308 F  68 JC TYPE 6a: 1858 (May 24) Envelope sent registered from Secunderabad to Scotland  1’000-1’500 
   with 1854 4a blue & red, with good to huge margins, heavily cancelled by type 6a  
   numeral, with reg’d box hs, despatch, Madras and Edinburgh cds, as well as crown  
   registered hs, minor soiling 

20309 H F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 19 covers with two 1/2a litho covers, and one with “C / 47” with  2’000-2’400 
   “47” missing and one with only the “7” missing, neatly mounted and written up on 7  
   album pages, interesting group 

20310 H F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 15 covers and some stamps (with types 6a & 6b), with four  1’500-2’000 
   litho covers incl. one with 1a pair, plus four covers with unrecorded Giles hs, one with  
   “C / 111” of Pondicherry to Karikal with “INSUFFICIENT” hs, one Money Order Advice  
   cover with 1/2a Service, etc., all neatly mounted and written up on 7 album pages,  
   interesting group 

20311 H F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 16 covers with one 1/2a litho cover, one with unrecorded Giles hs,  500-800 
   and three 1a with “C / 111” Pondicherry cancels, all neatly mounted and written up on  
   7 album pages, a fine group 

20312 F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 16 covers with one 1a litho cover, one with unrecorded Giles hs,  400-700 
   all neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages, a fine group 

20313 F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 16 covers with two litho covers incl. one with unrecorded Giles  400-700 
   hs, one with 4a green to Rangoon with Steam Letter and Steam Postage cancels on    
   the reverse in green, all neatly mounted and written up on 6 album pages, a fine group

20314 F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 14 covers with five litho frankings incl. 1a pair, one mourning  1’000-1’500 
   cover, one with “C / 47” with “7” missing, all neatly mounted and written up on 6  
   album pages, a very nice group 

20315 F    68 JC TYPE 6: Group of 16 covers with four litho covers incl. one with 1a pair, one with  800-1’200 
   “C / 1” error for “C / 147” cancel, three with unrecorded Giles hs, neatly mounted and  
   written up on 7 album pages a fine group 

 

20316 F   JC TYPE 7: 1855 (Aug 4) Entire sent registered to Bushire with 1854 2a green  2’000-3’000 
   overlapping slightly a 4a blue & red 4th printing vert. pair, just touched in one place,  
   tied by type 7 octagonal “B/1” numerals, with box reg’d hs adjacent, reverse with  
   heavy ink corrosion and top flap missing, still a rare usage of a 4a pair on cover 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20316
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20317 20325A

20317 F   JC TYPE 7: 1856 (May 3) Envelope to England with 1854 4a blue & red head die III  700-1’000 
   frame die II, cut to shape and touched, and 1855 8a carmine (trimmed perfs at top),   
   both tied by crisp “B/1” type 7 numerals, with London cds adjacent, reverse with  
   despatch cds, minor soiling, a rare combination of the 4a and a perf. stamp 

20318 F  68 JC TYPE 7: 1856 (Jul 20) Envelope to Bombay with 1854 1a red die III, fine to very  300-400 
   large margins, tied on the reverse by type 7 octagonal “B/1” numerals, despatch cds  
   adjacent, fine 

20319 F  68 JC TYPE 7: 1856 (Oct 2) Lettersheet from Calcutta to the Captain of a French ship  300-500 
   arrival at Kedgeree, with 1854 2a green and 1856-64 1/2a blue die pair tied by “B/1”  
   Bengal circles, some foxing, a scarce combination of perf. and imperf. 

20320 F  68 JC TYPE 7: 1857 Envelope from Segowlee to England with 1854 4a blue & red head  300-400 
   die III frame die II, cut to shape and touched, tied by type 7 octagonal “B/124”   
   numeral, reverse with despatch, Bombay and several arrival cds after being redirected,   
   minor soiling 

20321 F  72 JC TYPE 7: 1857 (Jan 5) Wrapper from Moteehary to England with 1854 4a blue &   300-400 
   red head die III frame die II, cut to shape and touched, tied by type 7 octagonal “B/123”  
   numeral, reverse despatch, Bombay and arrival cds, minor soiling and stamp discoloured 

20322 F  72 JC TYPE 7: 1858 (Mar 3) Envelope from Behrampore to England with 1854 2a green,   400-600 
   very close to large margins, and 1856-64 4a black tied by indistinct type 7 numerals,   
   with London and and Lymington cds adjacent, reverse with despatch and GPO cds,   
   minor soiling, a scarce perf. and imperf. combination 

20323 F  www JC TYPE 7: 1867 Envelope from Calcutta to England with 1867 6a8p tied by blue  100-150 
   “B/1” Bengal circle and Gladstone Wyllie & Co forwarding agent cachet, Calcutta and  
   Liverpool bs, minor peripheral faults, a scarce single usage 

20324 F  72 JC TYPE 7: 1867 (May 3) Envelope from Darjeeling to England with 1865 8p mauve and  1’000-1’500 
   1866 6a purple tied by “B/68” Bengal circle, reverse with “TRAVELLING P.O. / BENGAL”  
   cds, transit and arrival cds, faults incl. scuff and creasing to 6a 

20325 F  www JC TYPE 7: 1869 Envelope from Calcutta to Germany with 1867 6a8p pair tied by  100-150 
   blue “B/1” Bengal circle, Calcutta and Hamburg bs, faint staining to stamps, a scarce  
   multiple usage of this stamp 

20325A F   JC TYPE 7 var b: 1870 (Apr 25) Envelope from Segowlee to England with 1865 8p and  500-800 
   1868 8a tied by “D / 124” type 7 variation b (error D for B) cancels, backflap with ms    
   despatch along with “TRAVELLING / BENGAL”, Tirhoot and Bombay ds and London    
   arrival, 8p with corner fault, fine and very rare, Cooper states “examples are unobtainable”    
   and “There are buyers at ‘sky’s the limit’ prices

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20317
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20326 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 18 covers with two litho covers incl. 4a cut square from Akyab,  2’000-3’000 
   Burma, to Rangoon with forwarding agent cachet and other with 2a vert. pair, one  
   mourning cover, Calcutta ship letter, two large frankings of the 1/2a blue, all neatly  
   mounted and written up on 9 album pages a variety of rates, a very useful group 

20327 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 24 covers with two 1a litho frankings, two with “B” missing from  1’500-2’000 
   “B / 416”, one with block of 20 1/2a blue, two with type 7a in blue (local and post.  
   stat.), all neatly mounted and written up on 11 album pages, fine group 

20328 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 20 covers with two litho frankings (4a and 1a), a variety of  1’500-2’000 
   frankings, all neatly mounted and written up on 7 album pages, fine 

20329 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 16 covers and some stamps (incl. four lithos), one cover with   800-1’200 
   “B / 156” of Rangoon and one nice double rate cover (13a4p rate), etc., all neatly  
   mounted and written up on 8 album pages, fine group 

20330 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 18 covers with 2 litho frankings, a variety of different rates,  800-1’200 
   one with Berhampore with “blocked year” variety, one with Nitchinderpore with year  
   slug inverted, all neatly mounted and written up on 7 album pages, fine group 

20331 F    72 JC TYPE 7: Group of 19 covers with some nice multi-coloured frankings, one with TPO,   500-800 
   two with unusual “over-inked” variants, neatly mounted and written up on 9 album    
   pages, fine

20332 F  72 JC TYPE 8: 1858 1a Postal stationery envelope from Delhi to Scotland uprated with  200-300 
   1856-64 1a brown (perf. faults) and 2a orange pair tied by type 8 diamond “64”  
   numeral, reverse with despatch, Bombay, Edinburgh and Prestonpans cds 

20334

20333

 

20333 F   JC TYPE 8: 1861 (Jan 20) 1/2a Postal stationery envelope to Lahore uprated with  700-1’000 
   1856-64 1/2a blue tied by type 8 diamond “G.G” numeral of the Govenor General’s  
   Camp at the Army HQ PO in Jubbulpore, reverse with “CAMP / P.O.”, Allahabad and  
   Lahore cds, some toning to stamp, very scarce 

20334 F   JC TYPE 8c: 1868 (Jan 9) Envelope from the ABYSINIA FIELD FORCE, with 1866-78  2’000-3’000 
   6a8p slate tied by clear “F.F.” type 8c cancel, sent to England and redirected, missing  
   backflap but still with crisp and complete Abysinia Field Force P.O. cds, some tears  
   and soiling, still a clear example of this rare cancellation, cert. BPA (2014) 

20335 F    72 JC TYPE 8f & 8j: Group of 14 covers and 12 single stamps, with numbers incl. A/64,  1’000-1’500 
   A/85, A/57, A/64, B/85, B/5, U/26 and U/9, all neatly mounted and written up on 6  
   album pages, a difficult and unusual lot 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20333
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20336 F    72 JC TYPE 8 & 8h (DISTRICT POST): Group of 6 postal stationery covers of 8 and three  400-600 
   of 8h (all Chindwara 50) plus single stamps of 8h, some hs incl. TPO, Insufficient, plus  
   12 stamps etc., all neatly mounted and written up on 3 album pages, a desirable group 

20337 H F    72 JC TYPE 8: Group of 19 covers & 4 stamps, incl. stationery envelopes & native covers,  1’000-1’500 
   with attractive three colour frankings, a range of frankings and numbers with varieties  
   or substypes, fine 

20338 F    72 JC TYPE 8: Group of 18 covers & 20 stamps, incl. some native covers & stationery  1’000-1’500 
   envelopes, with attractive three colour franking, a range of frankings and numbers  
   with varieties, fine 

20339 F    72 JC TYPE 8: Group of 16 covers, some from North Western Provinces & Punjab, incl.   800-1’200 
   some native covers, boxed INDIA PAID in different types, with some attractive three  
   colour frankings, a range of frankings and numbers with varieties, fine 

20340 F    72 JC TYPE 8: Group of 14 covers, incl. stationery envelopes, with attractive three colour  800-1’200 
   frankings, a range of frankings and numbers with varieties, fine 

20341 F  74 JC TYPE 9: 1870 (Aug 8) Envelope from a temporary P.O. at the site of a road  400-600 
   construction, sent to Wales with 1865 8p mauve and 1868 8a rose tied by “WORKING  
   PARTY” “313” duplex, reverse with Lahore, Murree, Bombay and Cardiff ds, odd tone  
   spots and small tear to 8a, still a very rare cover with less than 10 recorded  
     
   Note: This temporary post office was functioning during the years 1870 and 1871 and  
   served as a Branch Office between Murree and Abbattabad. Certainly very few of the  
   workers could make use of this P.O. This cover was illustrated in “Ind Dak” in July 2000 

20342 F  74 JC TYPE 9: 1860 (Dec 2) Small native envelope to Jeypour with 1856-64 1/2a blue  400-600 
   tied by crisp RED type 9 duplex, despatch bs, fine and scarce 

20343 F  74 JC TYPE 9: 1864 (Nov 26) Wrapper to CHINA with 1856-64 8a yellow tied by crisp  700-1’000 
   BLUE type 9 duplex, reverse with blue “CALCUTTA / SHIPLETTER” boxed ds and blue  
   Hong Kong arrival, vert. crease through stamp, a scarce destination 

20343A H   JC TYPE 9 var 4: Three 1/2a blue with “R / 3” type 9 cancel and 1a brown plus 8a rose  100-120 
   with “R / 1” cancels, from the Lahore N.W. Railway P.O., odd minor fault, scarce

20344 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Bengal Circle): Group of 19 covers & 12 stamps, incl. stationery envelopes  1’500-2’000 
   & native covers, plus three colour frankings, a range of frankings and numbers with  
   sub-types, fine 

20345 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Bombay Circle): Group of 21 covers, incl. stationery envelopes & native  500-800 
   covers, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20346 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Madras Circle): Group of 22 covers & 28 stamps, incl. array of attractive  2’000-3’000 
   three colour frankings, a range of frankings mostly addressed to Great Britain or  
   Ireland, but also scarce destination to Mauritius, plus numbers with sub-types, fine 

20347 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Madras Circle): Group of 22 covers, incl. stationery envelopes & native  1’000-1’500 
   covers, plus three colour frankings & TOO LATE usage, a range of frankings and    
   numbers with sub-types, fine

20348 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (North Western Provinces): Group of 16 covers all from north western provinces,  1’000-1’500 
   incl. stationery envelopes, native covers & three colour franking, a range of frankings  
   and numbers with sub-types, all neatly mounted and written up on 5 album pages, fine 

20349 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (North Western Provinces): Group of 14 covers some from north western  800-1’200 
   provinces, incl. stationery envelopes, native covers & two three colour frankings, a  
   range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 
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20350 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (North Western Provinces): Group of 18 covers all from north western  800-1’200 
   provinces, incl. stationery envelopes, native covers one ornately printed & one  
   registered usage, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20351 H F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Punjab Circle): Group of 15 covers & 16 stamps, incl. stationery envelopes  700-1’000 
   & native covers, a range of frankings and numbers, fine 

20352 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Punjab Circle): Group of 22 covers, incl. stationery envelopes & native  800-1’200 
   covers, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20353 F    74 JC TYPE 9 (Punjab Circle): Group of 15 covers, incl. stationery envelopes, a range of  700-1’000 
   frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20354 F    74 JC TYPE 9: Group of 10 covers, incl. stationery envelopes, a range of frankings and  400-600 
   numbers with sub-types, fine

20355 F    74 JC TYPE 9: Group of 13 covers some from the central & western provinces, incl.  400-600 
   stationery envelopes & one registered usage, a range of frankings and numbers with  
   sub-types, fine 

20356 H F    76 JC TYPE 10: Group of 19 covers, a part cover and some loose stamps, a variety of  1’500-2’000 
   frankings, two from Rangoon (one with Calcutta ship letter hs), fine group 

20357 G F    76 JC TYPE 11: 1869 (Mar) Envelope form Kamptee to England with 1865 8p pair and  200-300 
   1868 8a pair tied by JC type 11 “C / 2 / P” duplexes, reverse with Bombay and Romsey  
   arrival cds, minor peripheral wear, plus piece with 4a vert. pair and 2a with same cancel  
   showing crescent-shaped registered ds, faults 

20358 H F    76 JC TYPE 12 (Madras Circle): Group of 16 covers & 34 stamps, incl. native covers, three  4’000-5’000 
   colour frankings, plus ornate TOO LATE instructional mkgs, a range of frankings and  
   numbers with sub-types, fine 

20359 H F    76 JC TYPE 12 (Madras Circle): Group of 15 covers & 34 stamps, incl. native covers,  3’000-4’000 
   registered usages, plus ornate TOO LATE instructional mkgs, a range of frankings and  
   numbers with sub-types, fine 

20360 H F    76 JC TYPE 12 (Madras Circle): Group of 17 covers & 13 stamps, incl. native covers,  2’000-3’000 
   registered usages, plus ornate TOO LATE instructional mkg & boxed INSUFFICIENT, also  
   South-East Railway Sorting Office, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20361 F    76 JC TYPE 12 (Madras Circle): Group of 15 covers & 15 stamps, incl. stationery envelopes  800-1’200 
   & native covers, one registered usage, plus ornate TOO LATE instructional mkg, a range  
   of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20362 F  76 JC TYPE 13: 1872 (Sep 6) Envelope sent registered from Goruckpore to Allahabad with  400-600 
   1865 1a brown block of four and 1/2a top marginal strip of four with ornamentation,  
   all tied on the reverse by JC type 13 “190” duplexes, with registered box hs, Benares  
   and Allahabad cds adjacent, small portion of address removed, very attractive franking 

20363 H F    76 JC TYPE 13 (North Western Provinces): Group of 17 covers & 16 stamps, incl. native  1’000-1’500 
   covers, postal stationery envelopes, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20364 F    76 JC TYPE 13 (North Western Provinces): Group of 17 covers, incl. native covers, a range  800-1’200 
   of frankings and numbers with sub-types, fine 

20365 F    76 JC TYPE 13 (North Western Provinces): Group of 25 covers, incl. native covers, postal  800-1’200 
   stationery envelopes, a range of frankings and numbers with sub-types & varieties, fine 

20366 F  76 JC TYPE 15: 1872 (Jun 21) Envelope to England with twelve 1866-78 4a green tied by  200-300 
   Bombay “1” type 15 duplexes, underpaid with “DEFICIENT POSTAGE” hs, reverse with  
   Sea Post Office oval ds and London arrival, minor soiling, attractive franking 

20367 F  76 JC TYPE 21a: 1867 Incoming envelope from New Zealand to Dr McKellar of the 10th  1’000-1’200 
   Bengal Lancers, Saugor, with two Chalon 6d brown tied by Auckland duplexes, reverse  
   with several ds incl. Jubbulpore sorter and two extremely rare JC type 21a Railway TPO  
   sorting  “No. 2” and “No. 3” “RAIL OFFICE” hs, opened for display and slightly soiled,  
   full of character, ex Gerald Ellot & John Woolfe and Mark Benvie 
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20368 G F     JC TYPE 25: 1858 (Jan 1) Entire from Camp Alum Bagh to England with 1854 2a green,  1’500-2’000 
   fine to good margins, tied by experimental barred diamond type 25 and “India Unpaid”  
   hs with ms “6” adjacent, reverse with Bombay and London cds, some creasing, very  
   scarce, plus “Experimental P.O.” cds on 1/2a postal stationery envelope and 1882-90  
   4a6p on piece (JC type 26 & 27) 

20369 F    78 JC TYPE 25 & 26 (Experimental): Group of 25 covers incl. many native, better incl. one  500-800 
   with “UNDER PAID MAIL / BEARING” hs, registered, etc., all neatly mounted and written  
   up on 7 album pages, fine 

20370 F    78 JC TYPE 25 to 27 (Experimental): Group of 24 covers and 21 stamps, a range of  1’000-1’500 
   frankings incl. registered, all neatly mounted and written up on 10 album pages, fine 

20371 H F    78 JC TYPE 26: 1856 (Mar 20) Mourning envelope to Ireland with 1854 4a blue & red,   700-1’000 
   cut to shape and touched, tied by JC type 25 experimental barred square, Bombay,   
   London and Dublin cds, slightly soiled, plus same cancel on 1/2a blue on cover and  
   variations on 9 single stamps 

20372 F    78 JC TYPE 27 (Experimental): Group of 23 covers/cards and some single stamps, a range  700-1’000 
   of towns with many clear cancels, mostly postal stationery, all neatly mounted and  
   written up on 9 album pages, fine 

20373 F  78 JC TYPE 28c: 1872 (May) Envelope to Italy with 1865 8p and 1866-78 4a vert. pair  400-600 
   tied by bluish green type 28c “I” in thick-barred diamond, reverse with Sea Post Office  
   oval, Brindisi and Napoli cds, plus 1872 envelope to England with 1868 8a tied by  
   same cancel in black, nice pair 

20373A F   JC TYPE 28c: 1872 (May) Entire to France with 1866-78 6a8p strip of three (small  200-300 
   perf. fault at top left) tied by bluish green type 28c “I” in thick-barred diamond, with    
   despatch Brindisi, Paris and Bordeaux cds, fine

20373B F   JJC TYPE 28c: 1872 (May) Envelope to England with 1868 8a rose tied by bluish green  200-300 
   type 28c “I” in thick-barred diamond, with despatch and London bs, fine

20374 F  www JC TYPE 29: Pair of 1/2a postal stationery envelopes from Bellary to Madras from the  200-300 
   same correspondence, both cancelled with type 27 dots inside triangle “142” numeral,  
   both with “Bellari District / Raumad” cds, Gooty, Cuddapan and Madras transits, a nice  
   complementing pair as all cancels aren’t clear on both, soiling to one 

20375 F  78 JC TYPE 29: 1865 (Dec) Envelope from Tinnevelly to England with 1865 4a  150-200 
   green, 2a orange and 8p mauve tied by type 29 dots inside triangle numeral  
   (unrecorded for this office although number indistinct), reverse with Tinnevelly P.O.   
   “Paid” oval cachet along with Palamcottah, Madras and London cds, minor soiling    
   and odd perf. fault 

20376 F  78 JC TYPE 29: 1880 (Nov 30) Envelope from Kulpettai to England with 1873 1/2a blue  150-200 
   block of 9 on the reverse tied by type 27 dots inside triangle “220” numeral (unrecorded  
   for this office), with Bombay and Lynn cds adjacent, envelope faults affecting a stamp,  
   still very scarce 
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20377 H G   JC TYPE 29 & 29a (DISTRICT POST): Group of 9 covers, 3 pieces and ca.75 single  2’000-3’000 
 F    stamps, some with unusually clear cancels with a wide range of numbers, plus 2  
   covers with unknown District Post cds (prob. District Dak), an exceptional lot of these  
   triangle cancellations 

20377A H F  www JC TYPE 29b: Group of two covers and a single stamp, all 1/2a blue stamps and both  300-400 
   covers from Veerumgaum to Wudwan Camp, with the “177” triangular type 29b cancel,    
   cover faults, scarce

20378 G  78 JC TYPE 31: 1866 1/2a mauve Official in two vertical pairs on piece tied by type 31 O19 500-700 
   district post diamond cancel, also pen cancelled and one with large ink spot, minor  
   soiling, a scarce cancel, ex Col. Stewart 

20379 F  78 JC TYPE 31b: 1864 Envelope from Bhownugore to Bombay, franked 1/2a blue cancelled  400-500 
   by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, showing INSUFFICIENT on reverse, very fine and rare 

20380 F  78 JC TYPE 31b (Experimental Post Office): 1864 Envelope from Bhownugour to Bombay,  300-400 
   franked 1/2a blue cancelled by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, very fine and rare 

20381 F  78 JC TYPE 31b (Experimental Post Office): 1864 Envelope from Bhownugour to Bombay,  300-400 
   franked 1/2a blue cancelled by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, very fine and rare 

20382 F  78 JC TYPE 31b (Experimental Post Office): 1864 Envelope from Bhownugour to Bombay,  300-400 
   franked 1/2a blue cancelled by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, very fine and rare 

20383 F  78 JC TYPE 31b (Experimental Post Office): c1864 Envelope from Bhwnnogoor to Bombay,  200-300 
   franked 1/2a blue cancelled by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, roughly opened, rare 

20384 F  78 JC TYPE 31b (Experimental Post Office): 1864 Envelope from Bhownugore to Bombay,  200-300 
   franked 1/2a blue cancelled by rare TRIPLE DIAMOND cancel, roughly opened at top, rare

20385 H F    78, JC TYPE 31 (DISTRICT POST): Group of 7 covers incl. two unknown District Post  2’000-3’000 
  84 cancellations and numbers 148 Mayaveram, 31 Sheemoogah and 31 Waltair (2), plus  
   14 identified stamps incl. 26, 31 and 150, and 18 unidentified numbers, some  
   duplication, plus a faulty cover with ms cancel (not counted), all neatly mounted and  
   written up on 5 album pages, a very interesting lot 

20386 H F    84 JC TYPE 31a (DISTRICT POST): Group of 9 covers and 11 single stamps (incl. 1854  1’000-1’500 
   1a pair), incl. numbers AD-3, AR-03, SU-4, SU-5, KH-11, ST-4, SU-1 and KH-3, all  
   neatly mounted and written up on 5 album pages, a difficult group to repeat with such  
   a range of numbers 

20387 F    84 JC TYPE 32 & varieties: Group of 39 covers, noted incl. one with “R-1” from Rangoon to  1’500-2’000 
   London, incl. a few type 35, wide range of different numbers, all neatly mounted and  
   written up on 19 album pages, fine 

20388 F    84 JC TYPE 32 & varieties: Group of 34 covers, noted incl. GB censor cover with the  1’500-2’000 
   cancel, envelope from Bhuj to London redirected with GB 1d red, a wide range of  
   numbers, all neatly mounted and written up on 14 album pages, fine 
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20370
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20371
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20372
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20373
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20375
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20375
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20376
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20378
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20379
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20380
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20381
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20382
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20383
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20384
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20385
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20389 F    84 JC TYPE 33 : Group of 32 covers/cards incl. two with “FIELD FORCE P.O.” cds of  1’000-1’500 
   which one is on “Soldiers and Seamen’s envelope” with concession rate, two OHMS  
   envelopes (one with 1a and other with two 1/2a officials), Madras Frontier sorting cds,   
   postal stationery, etc., all neatly mounted and written up on 12 album pages,   
   interesting mixture 

20390 F    84 JC TYPE 35: Group of 28 covers, incl. some DLO, nicer incl. one to Mauritius, one from  1’500-2’000 
   Madras “R” to Ceylon, a range of frankings and numbers, incl. some type 32 & 34, all  
   neatly mounted and written up on 13 album pages, fine 

   District Post 

20391 F  84 KOVILADI: 1871 (May 22) Entire sent registered with nine 1865 1/2a blue (two strips  300-400 
   of four and a single), all tied on the reverse by type 29a “D / 385” bars in triangle  
   cancel, with Tanjore “1st DY”, Tanjore and Trivady cds as well as Tanjore / T. T. /  
   Koviladi semi-circle ds, “TOO LATE” and registered box hs, faults affecting stamps and  
   some soiling, still an attractive franking 

20391A

20392

20391A G   MANARGOODY: 1856 piece with 1854 1/2a blue vertical strip of four, just touched to  1’000-2’000 
   large margins, tied by manuscript pen cancels with “TANJORE / MANARGOODY /    
   TALOOK TEPPAL” oval ds adjacent, fine and rare

20392 F   MANARGOODY: 1856 (Jan 5) Entire with 1854 1/2a blue, good to large margins, tied  2’000-3’000 
   by Renouf type 2a 12-barred oval, with “TANJORE / MANARGOODY / TALOOK TAPPAL”   
   oval ds on reverse, fine and rare 

20393 F  84 MANARGOODY: 1855 (Dec 3) Entire with 1854 1/2a blue pair, fine to very large margins,  400-600 
   tied by smudgy JC type 2c barred diamonds, reverse with “TANJORE / MANARGOODY /   
   TALOOK TAPPAL” oval cachet, some tone spots otherwise fine 

20394 F  84 MANARGOODY: 1855 Lettersheet with 1854 1/2a blue, fine to very large margins, tied  300-400 
   by JC type 2 diamond of dots, reverse with Tanjore “Paid.” boxed ds and “TANJORE /  
   MANARGOODY / TALOOK TAPPAL” oval cachet, fine 

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20392
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20395

20397

20396

20395 G   PUTTOOCOTAH: Fragment with 1854 1/2a blue, good to huge margins showing portion  800-1’000 
   of marginal inscription at right, tied by JC type 2 12-barred diamond, with “TANJORE /  
   PUTTOOCOTAH / TALOOK TAPPAL” oval ds adjacent, fine  

20396 F   PUTTOOCOTAH: 1856 (Jan 5) Entire with 1854 1a red, fine to large margins, tied on  1’500-2’000 
   the reverse by type 2c 11-barred circle, with “TANJORE / PUTTOOCOTAH / TALOOK  
   TAPPAL” oval ds, some soiling, rare  

20397 F   PUTTOOCOTTAH: 1855 (Oct 11) Wrapper to Calimere with 1854 1a red, fine to large  1’500-2’000 
   margins, cancelled on the reverse by Renouf type 2b, with “TANJORE / T.T. /  
   PUTTOOCOTTAH” semi-circle ds and unrecorded Calimere “Paid.” box ds adjacent,   
   odd cover tear otherwise fine

20397A F   PUTTOOCOTAH: 1855 (Nov 22) Wrapper with 1854 1/2a blue tied by type 2c barred  1’000-1’500 
   circle (struck twice creating crossed lines), reverse with “TANJORE / PUTTOOCOTAH /    
   TALOOK TAPPAL” oval ds, some soiling, rare

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20395
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20396
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20397
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20398

20401

20399

20398 F   TRIVADY: 1855 (May 30) Wrapper franked on the reverse with 1854 1/2a blue pair,   1’500-2’000 
   good to very large margins, tied by Renouf type 2b 11-barred circle, with “TANJORE /  
   TRIVADY / TALOOK TAPPAL” oval cachet and Tanjore boxed ds, minor discolouration  
   to stamps otherwise fine 

20399 F   TRIVADY: 1855 (Oct 10) Entire with 1854 1/2a blue vert. pair, fine to very large margins,  1’000-1’500 
   cancelled by Renouf type 2b, reverse with smudgy “TANJORE / TRIVADY / TALOOK  
   TAPPAL” oval cachet, hinge remnants and minor soiling, scarce 

20400 G F    84 VARIOUS: Group of 2 covers and 2 pieces, one incoming from GB with Nellore Vencatagiri  200-300 
   unrecorded hs (faults), 1/2a on cover with indistinct TT oval hs, 4a black on piece  
   with Trivalore hs and 1/2a on piece with Manarcoody oval hs, scarce

   Other Cancellations 
 

20401 F     CACHETS: Group of 9 covers all with the unknown “DIVISION” circular cachet with  1’000-1’500 
   letters B, C, D or E, plus 1854 on cover with type B4a cancel, all neatly mounted and  
   written up on 4 album pages, most unusual 

20402 F  84 CACHETS: 1855 (May 7) Entire to Madras with 1854 1/2a blue, close to fine margins,  700-1’000 
   tied by type 1 dotted lozenge (9x7 dots), reverse with unrecorded “SHEEMOGA / POST  
   PAID” box hs and GPO ds, missing backflap, rare 

20403 F  84 CACHETS: 1860 1/2a Postal stationery entire to Bombay Fort cancelled by type 25  400-600 
   barred diamond with “DIVISION / B” circular cachet adjacent, local delivery from Malbar  
   Hill, reverse with Bombay cds, slightly toned otherwise fine and scarce 

20404 F  84 CACHETS: 1858 (June 25) Envelope from Byculla Receiving House to Kurrachee with  300-400 
   1854 1a red, just touched in places, tied by JC type 4 “5” diamond barred numeral,   
   with Bombay boxed “Paid.” hs and “RG. House / No.1” boxed hs (Giles type X4var),   
   some toning 

20405 F  84 DATESTAMPS: 1856 (May 22) Envelope from Ramandroog to England with 1854 4a  700-1’000 
   cut to shape and 2a green pair (touched at top), with “India Paid” crescent moon and  
   London arrival hs adjacent, reverse with “RAMANDROOG / Paid.” box hs (unrecorded  
   by Giles) and Bombay transit, envelope opened for display and with faults incl.   
   reinforcement on reverse 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20398
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20399
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20401
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20406 F  84 DATESTAMPS: 1856 (Jun 7) Envelope from Mandvie to Bombay with 1854 1/2a blue  400-600 
   (touched at right) tied by “117” barred diamond numeral, with unrecorded Mandvie  
   Paid box hs, Bombay bs, minor peripheral faults, rare 

20407 F  84 DATESTAMPS: 1856 (Sep) Entire from Kurrachee to Broach with 1854 1/2a blue,   400-600 
   touched, tied by type 1 dotted lozenge (9x10 dots), reverse with despatch cds and  
   arrival box “Paid.” ds (unrecorded by Giles), minor soiling otherwise fine 

20408 F  84 DATESTAMPS: 1857 (Jul 10) Wrapper from Ahmednuggur to Jaulnah with 1854 1/2a  700-1’000 
   blue die II, fine to large margins, tied by “57” type 4 numeral with rare crisp red  
   despatch cds adjacent, reverse with arrival boxed ds, minor cover faults, sent during  
   the Mutiny Period 

 

20409 20410

20409 F   DATESTAMPS: 1857 (Jul 10) Envelope from Seerpoor to England with 1854 2a green  700-1’000 
   and 4a blue & red, cut to shape and both touched, tied by JC type 4 “40” diamond  
   barred numerals, with unrecorded Seepor boxed ds, reverse with Bombay and London  
   ds, some soiling otherwise fine  

20410 F   DATESTAMPS: 1857 (Sep 8) Envelope from Sholapoor to England with 1854 2a green,   700-1’000 
   clear margins, and two 4a blue & red frame I head IIIA, cut to shape and both just  
   touched, tied by JC type 4a “64” diamond barred numerals, with unrecorded Sholapoor  
   boxed ds on reverse with Bombay and Leamington ds, fine 

20411 F    84 EXPERIMENTAL: Group of 31 covers/cards showing a nice variety of the different types  1’000-1’500 
   of experimental cancels, all neatly mounted and written up on 11 album pages, fine

20412 F    88 INSTRUCTIONAL: Group of 7 covers incl. insufficiently paid box hs (4), “Returned For  2’000-3’000 
   Postage”, “Posted in the Wrong Box”, “Unclaimed” and “Missent”, all neatly mounted  
   and written up on 3 album pages interesting & rare group 

20413 F  88 INSTRUCTIONAL: ca.1850s, Three covers with instructional hs, incl. one with “MISSENT”,  800-1’000 
   one with “FOUND IN / OVERLAND / LETTER BOX” and one with “TOO LATE” and  
   “REMAINING” box ds, mixed condition 

 

20414 F   INTAGLIO: Negative mailbag seal WOON POST OFFICE used as a canceller, tying 1/2a  2’000-3’000 
   pair & 2a strip of four on 1870 envelope from the American Methodist Mission via  
   Bombay to Inverness, Scotland, somewhat tatty, a scarce showpiece 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20409
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20410
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20414
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2041620415
 

20415 F   INTAGLIO: Negative seal REGISTERED LETTER cancelling 1/2a postal stationery envelope  2’000-3’000 
   to Bombay, a scarce showpiece 

20416 F   INTAGLIO: Negative seal SUPRINTENDENT’S OFFICE/AGRA PO cancelling 1/1a postal  1’000-1’500 
   stationery envelope, very fine & a scarce showpiece 

 

20417 F   INTAGLIO: Negative seal SUPRINTENDENT’S OFFICE/AGRA PO cancelling 1/2a postal  700-1’000 
   stationery envelope addressed to Mau, with three colour franking on reverse all tied  
   by similar negative seals, small black wax seals, some cvr faults, attractive & a  
   scarce showpiece 

20417A 20417B

20417A F   INTAGLIO: 1902 1/2a postal stationery envelope with “KUCHMAN ROAD” negative seal  600-800 
   ds on the reverse, with normal cds adjacent and die cancelled by Kheri+City cds, fine   
    and very unusual 

20417B F   INTAGLIO: 1902 1/2a postal stationery envelope with “KUCHMAN ROAD” negative seal  600-800 
   ds on the reverse, with normal cds adjacent and die cancelled by Pimpalner cds, minor    
   soiling, fine and very unusual 

20418 F  88 MANUSCRIPT: 1857 (Apr 20) Entire from Honsoor to Tinnevelly with 1854 1a red (large to  1’500-2’000 
   huge margins) tied by ms cancel, reverse with Honzoor Post Office ms dateline, very rare 

20419 F  88 MARITIME: 1/2a green, stationery envelope to Ratangath, cancelled by ASSAM STEAMER  200-300 
   SERVICE cds, cvr faults, scarce 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20416
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20415
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20417


8484

 
20385ex2     € 2’000-3’000

 
20386ex     € 1’000-1’500

 
20387ex     € 1’500-2’000

 
20388ex     € 1’500-2’000

 
20389ex     € 1’000-1’500

 
20390ex     € 1’500-2’000

 
20394     € 300-400

 
20391     € 300-400

 
20393     € 400-600

 
20400ex     € 200-300

 
20402     € 700-1’000

 
20403     € 400-600

 
20404     € 300-400

 
20405     € 700-1’000

 
20406     € 400-600

 
20407     € 400-600

 
20408     € 700-1’000

 
20411     € 1’000-1’500

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20385
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20386
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20387
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20388
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20389
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20390
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20394
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20400
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20402
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20403
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20404
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20405
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20406
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20407
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20408
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20411
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20420 F  88 MARITIME: 1/2a green, stationery envelope to Ratangath, cancelled by DACCA STEAMER  200-300 
   SERVICE cds, very fine & scarce 

20420A F     MISCELLANEOUS: Approval sheet page from JAL COOPER, incl. three stamps featured   1’500-2’000 
   on page 14 of his book with “dumb” cancels, plus strip of 1a on piece with intaglio    
   cancels (14 stamps)

20421 F    88 MISCELLANEOUS: Group of 20 covers with “unidentified” postmarks, some pen cancels,   2’000-3’000 
   “P.M”. cancel, Calcutta Delivery barred oval duplex, “C / E-60” intaglio on 1/2a blue    
   single, etc., some just unclear, unusual group

20422 F    88 MISCELLANEOUS: Group of 17 covers incl. two with unknown “R.L.B.” diamond hs, a  1’000-1’500 
   variety of hs incl. unclaimed, postage due, insufficient, too late, etc., 1951 (Nov 21)  
   Dum-Dum crash mail cover plus two 1a red forgeries, all neatly mounted and written  
   up on 8 album pages, interesting group 

20423 F    88 MISCELLANEOUS: Group of 18 covers and 31 loose stamps, incl. JC type 11 (11 covers)  700-1’000 
   and a variety of others, all neatly mounted and written up on 9 album pages, nice mix 

20424 F    88 MISCELLANEOUS: Group of 10 covers incl.  one with “PREPAYMENT COMPULSORY /   400-700 
   R. A. P.” along with DLO of Bombay and Madras, Postage Due 1a and “Bombay-F”    
   foreign mail cancel, one with missent yellow label, one with unknown “R.L.B.” diamond    
   hs, etc., all neatly mounted and written up on 5 album pages, very unusual group

20425  90 TPO: 1855 Bullock Train Calcutta GPO circular cachet on two receipts, one very clear  1’500-2’000 
   strike on a printed receipt of the Bullock Train Dept and a further less clear strike on a  
   ms receipt, rare examples from the first phase of the Travelling Post Offices of India 

20426 F  90 TPO: 1873 (Jun 6) Small native envelope from Lahore to Loodiana with 1/2a blue tied by  400-600 
   “R / 3” type 9 duplex, reverse with scarce “R / T. O. / 9 JU / 21D. 2” Station PO cds and  
   arrival cds, incl. original contents, cover faults incl. paper adhesion and insect holes 

 

20427 F   UNIDENTIFIED: 1867 Postal stationery letter sheet 1/2a from Rajapittee to Calcutta,  1’000-1’500 
   cancelled by large boxed “91” unidentified pmk, with Bengal TPO on reverse, very fine  
   & a scarce showpiece 

20428 F    90 URBAN CANCELS: Group of 26 covers incl. some native covers as well as some stamps,  1’500-2’000 
   with mostly types 15 and 16 incl. varieties, all neatly mounted and written up on 14  
   album pages, fine 

20429 F    90 URBAN CANCELS: Group of 19 covers incl. some native covers as well as some 70+   1’500-2’000 
   stamps, with mostly types 14 to 18 incl. varieties, two with TPO cancels, all neatly  
   mounted and written up on 11 album pages, fine 

Additional images of items from larger lots 
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com

Lots marked “www” are illustrated on our website

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20427




India: 
other single lots 
& collections

India Lots  20430-20501

Gandhi 20502-20519

Colour Trials, Essays     
& Proofs 20520-20543

Booklets 20544

Officials 20545-20546

Revenues 20547-20550

Collections & Group Lots 20551-20600



8888

 
20418     € 1’500-2’000

 
20412ex     €     2’000-3’000

 
20413ex1     € 800-1’000

 
20413ex2

 
20419     € 200-300

 
20420     € 200-300

 
20421ex     € 2’000-3’000

 
20422ex     € 1’000-1’500

 
20424ex2

 
20423ex     € 700-1’000

 
20424ex1     € 400-700

 
20420A     € 200-300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20418
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20412
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20413
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20413
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20419
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20420
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20421
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20422
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20424
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20423
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20424
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20418
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India: Other single lots & collections 

20430 F  90 1797 Entire from Calcutta to Chinsura, with oval “G.P.O. / OCTr / Pt.Pd” oval ds, small  750 
   tear at top and aged paper, still attractive and rare 

20431 F  90 1807 (Apr 25) Entire from England to Delhi (via Calcutta c/o Messrs Downe & Maitland),  200 
   reverse with “SHIP LETTER / Bg - Pt / Calcutta” red cds, black “Inld Ptg / Ship Do”  
   boxed cachet with ms rate markings, fine 

20432 F  90 1807 (Nov 27) Military mail entire from Fort St. George in Madras (ms lower left) to  200 
   Count De Courton of the Anglo-Swiss “Regiment de Meuron” in Seringapatam (which  
   took part in the 1799 battle there), reverse with “POST FREE” hs, very fine 

20433 F  90 1810 Entire from England to Bombay with London “PAID” tombstone ds, redirected to  800 
   Poona, reverse with “BBAY POST NOT PAID” and “B.BAY SHIP PGE. NOT PAID” (H Giles  
   SD1) used as a receipt hs and very rare as such, very fine 

20434 F  90 1838 (May 4) Wrapper with “Care of / Mr. Waghorn / Suez” type 3 oval cachet  2’000 
   with ms “195” on the reverse, from Calcutta to France with despatch box ds,   
   Paquebots hs, Alexandria cds and box cachet, Malta disinfection cachet and French  
   arrival, missing sideflap 

20435   www 1840 Letter from a Deputy Postmaster to the Sheriff of Calcutta explaining the  100 
   expenses for a Dak runner from Benares to Gourckpore and then on to Calcutta,   
   endorsed “Dak B Dept”, fine and useful postal history item 

20436 F  90 1842 Entire from Madras to Bordeaux, reverse with “MADRAS / STEAM LETTER” framed  150 
   ds (Giles SD19), Madras boxed ds (Giles 19), French transit and arrival, obverse with  
   “INDIA” oval hs (Giles SD6) and French “PAQUEBOTS / DE LA / MEDITERRANEE” hs, fine 

20437 F  90 1843 Entire written and signed by General Sir Charles Napier, the British Army’s  200 
   Commander in Chief in India, endorsed “Free” with Calcutta bs, fine 

20438 F  90 1845 Ladies ornamental envelope of fine ribbed paper with decorative printed  200 
   borders and wafer seal on backflap, addressed to Col. Griffith, Artillery Commandant  
   in Bombay, from Nasik with black boxed ds with ms date (Giles type 2), Bombay  
   bs, extremely rare in this form and one of the finest pre-stamp Indian ladies 
   envelopes 

20439 F  90 1848 Stampless envelope from Calcutta to England with “INDI” boxed hs with missing  300 
   “A”, along with despatch, London and Cobham cds, minor soiling and backflap faults,  
   very unusual 

 

20440 F   1852 1/2a White “Scinde Dawk” on large part native cover, with large margins S1 5’000 
   all around, cancelled by JC type E “cogwheel”, stamp toned and creased, rare,    
   cert. BPA (2013) 

 

20441 +  1852 1/2a White “Scinde Dawk” with large to huge margins cancelled by pen cross S1 1’000 
   and some residue ink, slightly discoloured as is common, an unusually fine example

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20440
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20441


9090

 
20426ex2

 
20428ex     € 1’500-2’000

 
20429ex     € 1’500-2’000

 
20430     € 750

 
20431     € 200

 
20432     € 200

 
20433     € 800

 
20425ex1     € 1’500-2’000

 
20425ex2

 
20426ex1     € 400-600

 
20434     € 2’000

 
20436     € 150

 
20437     € 200

 
20438     Offer

 
20439     € 300

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20426
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20428
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http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20425
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20425
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20426
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20442 H   1852 1/2a Blue “Scinde Dawk” used with good margins, only a trace of a red  cancel, S3 3’000 
    small natural inclusion spot by 2nd N of ANNA, very fine, cert. BPA (2011)  (also certified 
   by RPS (1949) and Sismondo (2007) which state that the stamp is unused) 

20442 H   1852 1/2a Scarlet “Scinde Dawk” with dotted cancel, some paper remnants on S3 3’000 
   reverse, some faults, a fine looking example of this rare stamp, cert. RPS (2013) 
   (SG £18’000) 

 

20443 A   1854 1/2a essay in “9 1/2 Arches” vermilion shade, in top marginal pair showing  1 2’400 
   “ANNA each Stamp” inscription, couple of light tone spots otherwise fine and scarce  
    (SG£4’500+)

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following 
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express

Auction Bids 
The auction bidding steps are as follows :
€      50 - 100 €      5 €      500 - 1000 €      50  €        5000 - 10000 €      500
€    100 - 200 €    10 €    1000 - 2000 €    100 €      10000 - 20000 €    1000
€    200 - 500 €    20 €    2000 - 5000 €    200 €      20000 - 50000 €    2000
     €     50000 - 100000 €    5000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20442
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HALF ANNA USED BEFORE OFFICIAL DATE OF ISSUE 

20444 F   COVER SENT ON AUGUST 17, 1854 FROM THE TONGNOO POST OFFICE IN BURMA 2  
     
   1854 1/2a Blue, two well-margined singles, die I, both cancelled by diamond of dots   
   & tied by red boxed INDIA PAID & LONDON PAID cds, on small neat envelope from  
   Tongnoo to Devon, England, paying the double Indian inland rate up to 1/2 tola, showing  
   dispatch TONGNOO / 1854 AU 17 cds & boxed transit CALCUTTA / G.P.O. / SHIPLETTER /   
   9 SEP 1854, both in red

   This is apparently the unique and certainly earliest usage of Indian stamps prior to  
   the official date of use

   Accompanying two letters verify the fact that stamps were available at the Tongnoo  
   post office in August 1854, the two copies of letters number “No.210” & “No.549”   
   were written by “J.R.B.Bennett, Postmaster General” to “The Director General of the  
   Post Office in India” dated “Calcutta, General Post Office, the 28th August 1854” &   
   “The Postmaster General of Bengal” dated “Rangoon 19th August, 1854”

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20444
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   Letter No.210 states:  
   “I have the honour to submit herewith copy of a letter No.549 dated 19th instant, from  
   the Postmaster of Rangoon, from which it appears, that the authorities of Tongnoo  
   through some unaccountable misapprehension have been vending the Stamp Labels  
   supplied to that station and that the Tongnoo mail of the 10th instant which came in  
   on Saturday last, contained several letters bearing the new Indian postage stamps”

   Letter No.549 states:   
   “I have the honour to acquaint you, that in the mail dispatched from the Tongnoo Post  
   Office on the 10th instant, received today, were enclosed several letters for delivery  
   at this place and for transmission to the General Post Office, bearing the new India  
   Postage Stamps.....” 

   Note: The official date of issue was October 1, 1854

   This is the unique usage of an India stamp prior to the official date of use. A marvellous  
   exhibition showpiece and one of the most important items of Indian postal history

   Obviously, one of the greatest items in Indian Classic Philately

   Expertise: BPA (2012) States “INDIA - early use, in Burma: 17th August 1854 envelope  
   from Tongnoo, Burma, “via Southampton” to London, franked (before official issue date)  
   with two single 1854-55 1/2a, Die I (SG 2), cancelled ....., is genuine”

   Estimate: € 80’000 - € 120’000

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20444
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20445 20449
 

20445 H   1854 1/2a Blue die I with clear margins showing pre-printing paper crease causing a 2 800 
   white line down the right hand side of the stamp, diamond of dots cancel, cut at foot  
   touching design and slight thin, a similar example sold for € 2’800 in our September  
   2012 auction, cert. BPA (2012) 

 

20446 F   185(?) Decorative hand-drawn cover showing a ornate border franked with 1854 1/2a  2’000 
   blue (faulty), reverse with despatch and arrival ds, very attractive and unusual 

 

20447 F   1854 (Oct 2) Lettersheet from Allahabad to Calcutta with 1854 1/2a blue die I with good 2 5’000 
   to large margins tied by type 1 dotted diamond, datelined Oct 2nd and erroneously  
   completed bank’s filing ds of Sep 2nd, with Oct 10th arrival cds, a fine and rare early  
   usage (stamp was only issued day before), cert. Sismondo (2008) and BPA (2013) 

20448 F  98 Envelope to Mooltan with four single 1a red die I, all touched, tied by type 1 diamond 12 300 
   of dots cancel and ms, Multan bs, soiled with some peripheral faults, cert. BPA (2013) 

20449 DCE   1854 1a Red die III unused with no gum, top side with clear margin, tiny thin spots at 15 1’000 
   upper left, otherwise fine and fresh example, cert. BPA (2013) 

20450 F  98 1854 1a Red die III with very close to huge margins tied to envelope by “140” type 5 15 500 
   cancel of Jubbalpore, sent to Sholapur with arrival bs, a scarce usage of the die III.  
   cert. RPS (2000) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20445
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20449
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20451 20452 20453 20454

20451 H   1854 4a Blue & Red, frame II head III, with fine to large margins, cancelled by crisp  100 
   “227” diamond barred numeral, minor discolouration otherwise fine and attractive 

20452 H   1854 4a Blue & Pale Red, 1st printing head I frame I pos.5 (with centre row fold as 18 1’000 
   described by cert.), possibly printed on Gamboge paper (and hence of yellowish nature,  
   mentioned as “toned” by cert.) with fine to huge margins, showing part of the wmk  
   Coat of Arms, crisp type 2 barred diamond, showing a great lack of definition at the  
   left and right sides, fine and attractive example, cert. BPA (2014), ex Medina 

20453 H   1854-55 4a Blue and Red, first printing, head die I, frame die I, showing part of sheet 18 100 
   watermark upright, wide spacing, pos.6, cut square and touched on three sides,  
   cancelled by neat diamond of dots, fine, cert. Sismondo (2009) (SG £850) 

20454 H   1854 4a Blue & Red vertical pair, 2nd printing head II frame I, cut to shape and cut 19 600 
   into in places, cancelled by dotted diamonds, a fine and scarce multiple (SG £3’250) 

 

20455

20456

20455 F   1855 (Aug 2) Registered cover to Bombay with 1854 4a blue & red, head II frame I,  19 5’000 
   wide spacing, 2nd printing, pos.5, showing a good deal of the wavy blue dividing lines  
   all around, cancelled by type 1 diamond of dots, address has been partially excised,  
   crease affecting stamp, a rare cover, cert. RPS (2006) 

20456 F   1855 Entire from Calcutta to REUNION with two 1854 4a blue & red, head II frame I, 2nd 19 2’000 
   printing, cut to shape, both cancelled by type 1 diamond of dots and tied by Mauritius  
   “PACKET LETTER” oval transit ds, reverse with Calcutta and Reunion cds, addressee  
   name excised, minor soiling affecting franking, a rare destination, cert. BPA (2011) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20451
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20452
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20453
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20457

20458 20459

20457 H   1854-55 4a Blue and Red, third printing, head die III, frame die I, showing part of 21 400 
   sheet watermark reversed, wide spacing, pos.12, cut to shape with clear margins all  
   around, cancelled by neat “B / 21” octagonal cancel of Bombay, very fine, cert.  
   Sismondo (2009) (SG £2’250) 

20458 H   1854-55 4a Blue and Red, third printing, head die III, frame die I, showing part of 21 300 
   sheet watermark, wide spacing, pos.9, cut square and faintly touched at top and  
   bottom, cancelled by neat “C / 1” diamond of dots, fine, cert. RPS (2011) (SG £2’250) 

20459   1891-94 Reprints of the 4a blue & red, with Spence no.19 pos.11 showing some of  200 
   the wavy borderline, Spence no.34 pos.4 top marginal showing inscription and Spence  
   no.35 (or 36) lower marginal pair showing inscription with some soiling 

BEAUTIFUL FRANKING TO A RARE DESTINATION

 

20460 F   1855 Envelope to TASMANIA with strip of four 1854 2a green, touched in three places,   
   plus 1a red, touched at foot, all tied by lozenge of dots, with “INDIA / PAID” and  
   Australian Ship Letter boxed ds below, reverse with indistinct depatch, Calcutta and  
   Australian Ship Letter diagonal ds, very fine and very rare destination  
     
   Estimate: € 20’000 - € 24’000 

20461 F  98 1855 (Aug) Mourning envelope from Gwalior to Ireland with 1854 4a blue & red, head  300 
   III frame II, cut to shape and touched, tied by “106” type 5 numeral, with despatch,  
   Bombay, London and faint arrival cds, some creasing and small tears 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20458
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20459
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20459
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20459
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20457
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20462 F  98 1856 Cover from Poodoovoil (Chingleput, Madras Circle) to Ireland, endorsed “Via  400 
   Southampton”, reverse bearing boxed Poodoovoil hs with 22 July 1856 in ms, London  
   and Dublin transits and Derry arrival, small tear at top

VERY RARE IMPERFORATE INTERPANNEAU BLOCK OF 40

 

20463 J DCE   1856-64 1a Brown in imperforate interpanneau block of 40, unused without gum,  39b  
   small tear at top in gutter, slight toning, very rare as it was the custom to divide the  
   sheet along the gutter, cert. Holcombe (1998)  
     
   Estimate: € 20’000 - € 24’000 

 

20464 20465

20464 F   1857 (Apr 17) Lettersheet from Bombay to MANILLA with 1854 4a blue & red, cut  1’500 
   square with close to large margins, tied by “1” type B4 barred diamond with despatch  
   adjacent, reverse with Hong Kong transit, a fine and extremely rare destination, as  
   well as being a late usage of a litho  

20465 F   1857 Cover from PONDICHERRY to REUNION with 1854 2a green pair, clear margins,  31 1’500 
   tied by type 6 “C /111” cancels, reverse with despatch box ds and indistinct arrival cds,  
   stamps with minor faults, a rare destination 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20463
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20464
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20465
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20466 F  98 1857-59, INDIAN MUTINY PERIOD, Officer’s letter written by Col. K. Young, judge  200 
   advocate to the Army, from Futtehghur to Simla dated 26th May 1858, franked by  
   1856-64 1/2a blue tied by “98” numeral in bars (type 5), FUTTEHGURGH 26 MAY 1858  
   and SIMLA bs, interesting historical contents, very fine, ex G. Sattin 

20467 F   1858 (Aug 10) Entire to BUSHIRE with 1854 2a green pair, fine to very good margins,  1’500 
   cancelled by type 1 dotted lozenge (9x9 dots), Bombay transit bs, datelined inside but  
   origin unknown to us due to language used, very fine 

20468 F  98 1860 Envelope from Bombay to Ireland with 1856-64 4a black with indistinct Bombay 45 700 
   cds and Dublin 13 April 1860 arrival on reverse, forwarded the same day to Inniskillin  
   with GB 1854-70 1d red affixed partially over 4a and tied by Dublin duplex, some soiling 

20469 F  98 1875 (Nov 8) Envelope from Baroda to Damaun (Portuguese India) with 1873 1/2a blue  300 
   franked on the reverse tied by octagonal ds with arrival cds adjacent, very fine 

20470 F  98 1865 (Oct 31) Envelope with 1865 1/2a blue, 1a brown, 4a green and 8a carmine all tied  300 
   by blue octagonal numeral, London transit below, reverse with Calcutta and Hull  
   arrival cds, portion of backflap missing and peripheral faults, still a very  
   attractive four-colour franking 

20471 F  98 1867 (Apr 8) Envelope from Allahabad to England with 1866 6a with T16 ovpt (faults  500 
   incl. split down right side) and 1865 1a brown tied by JC type 9 “26” duplexes,  
   reverse with TPO cds, Agra ds, “TOO LATE”, Bombay and Wimborne cds, soiled, a scarce  
   usage of the 6a 

20472 F  98 1871 (May 15) Envelope from Vizagapatam to Italy with 1865 8a pair and 1866 4a green  100 
   die I tied by blue “30” type 9a duplexes, taxed on arrival with 140c postage dues (30c  
   x 4, 10c x2) placed over the edges of the envelope and severely damaged upon opening,  
   GB accountancy hs, several bs, attractive cover 

20473 F  www 1888 (Oct 15) Incoming envelope from Italy to India with 25c tied by Venice duplex,  100 
   sent underpaid with “OVERLAND POSTGE DUE / A-P / 2-6” cachet adjacent (i.e. 2a6p due,  
   note “POSTGE for POSTAGE”), reverse with despatch and Sea Post Office, Chittoor and  
   Palmaner arrivals, some peripheral faults 

20474 F  98 1890 (Aug 18) Envelope and letter from the Maharaja of Rewa with large intaglio seal,  200 
   sent from Panna via Ajmere to Nagaur, unfranked with postage due hs on obverse, very  
   attractive and rare 

20475 F  98 1891 (Mar 1) Wrapper addressed to Reunion, written and franked in Calcutta with 1a  1’500 
   brown vert. strip of three, uncancelled but with “Stamped” hs, taken privately to  
   Mauritius with Scott & Co. of Mauritius Forwarding Agent cachet and re-franked with  
   Mauritius 1883-94 4c carmine (2) and 2c green tied by “B53” numerals, Mauritius bs,  
   some soiling, most unusual 

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

The currency for this auction is the Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
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UNIQUE COMPLETE SERIES OF 324 COLOUR TRIALS

 

 

20476 A P   1894 (23 Oct), The complete series of 324 Queen Victoria colour trials prepared by   
   De La Rue for the 1895 2R, 3R and 5R issues, each perf 14 on unwatermarked wove  
   paper and written up on 13 pages, with the original De La Rue archive pages included,   
   plus the normal issued stamps and the stamps with type 21 “CANCELLED” overprint  
   and the 3R with diagonal violet “CANCELLED” ovpt. (332 items in all)

   

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20476
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   The 324 trials consist of 18 monocoloured and 306 bicoloured. 30 of the trials were  
   selected as “Appendix A” by De La Rue (only seven of each trial existed) including the  
   adopted colours for the 1895 2R, 3R, 5R and also for the 1909 KEVII 10R, 15R and  
   25R. “Appendix B” comprised of the other 294 trials (only four of each trial existed).   
     
   The stamps are without gum as they were previously stuck down on the fifteen archive  
   pages, a few with small faults but overall superb condition.   
     
   An extraordinarily attractive collection and the only known complete set of all 324  
   colour trials. A lot for a connoisseur of Indian philately.  
     
   Estimate: € 120’000 - € 150’000 

 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the 
buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that any claims regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined 
by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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20477 F  98 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight picture postcard of the plane signed by the  1’000 
   pilot H. Pequet, with KEVII 1/2a tied by violet special cachet, sent to Khanpur and  
   redirected to Hazara, some creasing and borders of the card have been reduced, still  
   a scarce item 

20478 F  98 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight envelope with 1902-11 3p strip of four, 1/2a  1’000 
   and 1a tied by four strikes of the “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION  
   ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta, sent registered locally in Allahabad, reverse with  
   registered label, Allahabad cds and further strike of the cachet, fine and scarce  
   registered usage 

20479 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight picture postcard (of Killarney, Ireland) with  700 
   1902-11 1/2a green (faulty perfs at right) tied by “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P.  
   EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta, sent to Burma, with Allahabad and Rangoon  
   cds adjacent, very fine 

20480 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight postcard with 1902-11 3p grey tied by “FIRST  600 
   AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta, sent to,  
   Calcutta with Allahabad and Calcutta cds adjacent, very fine 

20481 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight KEVII 1/2a postal stationery envelope cancelled  600 
   by “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta,   
   sent locally with Feb 18th and 19th cds, very fine 

20482 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight envelope with KEVII 1/2a green tied by crisp  500 
   violet special cachet, with Allahabad and Calcutta bs, fine 

20483 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight QV 1a postal stationery envelope cancelled  500 
   by “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD” cachet in magenta,   
   sent to England, with Allahabad, Bombay and Cheltenham bs, minor soiling, 
   scarce usage

20484 F  102 1911 Allahabad-Naini first aerial flight picture postcard (of RC Cathedral in Allahabad)  400 
   to England with 1902-11 1a tied by “FIRST AERIAL POST / 1911 / U. P. EXHIBITION  
   ALLAHABAD” in magenta, despatch cds adjacent, picture side with ms “Sent by the  
   first aeroplane post ever dispatched in the world”, very fine 

20485 F  www 1912 German Sea Post cover to Zanzibar with 1902-11 1a carmine tied on reverse by  100 
   “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / BOMBAY / LINIE” cds, with arrival cds adjacent, minor soiling,  
   scarce cancel on India frankings 

 

20486 C   1926-33 1R Chocolate & Green with CHOCOLATE (HEAD) OMITTED, mint with original 214a  
   gum (toned) with interpanneau selvedge at foot, light horizontal crease, one of the more  
   spectacular rarities of India  
     
   Estimate: € 25’000 - € 30’000 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20486
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20511     € 2’000

 
20512     € 1’500

 
20513     € 1’000

 
20514     € 1’000
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20487 F  102 1928 (Sep 20) Indo-Burma Flight by Dutch Plane, 1st Official Mail, envelope with large  150 
   green cachet, envelope franked with 1911-22 1a brown tied by Park St. / Calcutta cds,  
   very fine and scarce as such, only 111 items flown (Mü. 60, Brown 28-60) 

20488 F  102 1928 (Oct 4) Indo-Burma 3rd Flight with large green, red and violet cachet for the 3rd  300 
   flight with additional “3RD. PLANE CRASHED AT CAWNPORE. / CARRIED BY / 4TH  
   OFFICIAL MAIL PLANE”, on postcard with 1911-22 1/2a green tied by Park St. /   
   Calcutta cds, Rangoon arrival, fine and scarce, only 143 items flown (Mü.61,  
   Brown 28-75) 

20489 F  102 1928 (Oct 11) Indo-Burma 4th Flight with large green, red and violet cachet on  100 
   envelope addressed to Stephen Smith (sign. on back) with 1911-22 1a brown tied by  
   Park St. / Calcutta cds, Rangoon arrival, fine and scarce, only 96 items flown (Mü.62,  
   Brown 28-77) 

20490 F  102 1930 (Nov 1) RAF Demonstration Flight from Delhi to Calcutta with green four-line  150 
   cachet on envelope, with violet military cachet of the Gordon Highlanders below,  
   franked with 1911-22 1a brown tied by Fort William cds, signed by F/Lt D. F. Anderson  
   and Stephen Smith, fine and scarce, only 72 items flown (Mü.84) 

20491 F  102 1931 (Feb 18) First Indian pigeongram, sent from Asansol to Calcutta by pigeon  400 
   “Joker”, with envelope franked with 1931 1a tied by Park St. cds with special cachets  
   adjacent, incl. missive slip, minor soiling 

20492 F  102 1931 (Dec 31) Hazaribagh to Calcutta pigeongram sent by homing pigeon “Mumatz”   300 
   with KGV 1/2a green tied by red Park St. / Calcutta cds, along with the missive slip and  
   the day book page, minor soiling to envelope 

20493 F  102 1931 (Dec 31) Hazaribagh to Calcutta pigeongram sent by homing pigeon “Gurumcha”   300 
   with KGV 1/2a green tied by red Park St. / Calcutta cds, along with the missive slip and  
   the day book page, minor soiling to envelope 

20494 F  102 1933 (Jan 19) Two pigeongrams sent from Chandernagore to Calcutta, one by pigeon  400 
   “Queen B.” and other by “Sunshine”, both with vignette showing the variety “MASSAGE”  
   for “MESSAGE” tied by special violet cachet, and franked with KGV 1/2a green tied by  
   Park St. / Calcutta cds, incl. day book page for both pigeon flights 

20495 F  104 1933 (Jul 7) Imperial Airways Karachi-Calcutta extension route, sent from Bulawayo in  300 
   Southern Rhodesia with KGV 1d & 8d and Victoria Falls 2d & 3d, with the special flight  
   cachet below and on reverse, Calcutta arrival, fine and very scarce as only 19 items  
   were carried 

20496 J   www 1934-38, Group of airmails incl. some franked with Indian stamps, 25th Feb. Bombay  100 
   to Calcutta with special “Demonstration Flight/ First direct Air Mail/BOMBAY-CALCUTTA/  
   25th February 1935” boxed red cachet (2), incl. one with “USE THE AIR MAIL/AND  
   SAVE TIME/NAGPUR” boxed ds, 26th Feb Calcutta to Bombay with similar special  
   red cachet (2), and Dec. 1934 Lahore to Karachi special cancel; and three franked with  
   Ceylon stamps dated 26th, 27th & 28th Feb 1938 sent to India, one with “EMPIRE AIR  
   MAIL/EVERY DAY/MAIL DAY” boxed machine cancel, fine group (7) 

20497 F  104 1937 (Feb 2) “ALL INDIA SCOUTS JAMBOREE” rocket mail “Jamboree Camp” postcard  1’500 
   with red vignette tied by violet special ds, very fine and rare 

20498 F  104 1937 (Feb 2) “ALL INDIA SCOUTS JAMBOREE” rocket mail envelope with red vignette  1’500 
   tied by violet special ds and KGV 9p tied by a boxed special ds, fine and rare 

20499 F  104 1937 (Feb 2) “ALL INDIA SCOUTS JAMBOREE” rocket mail “Jamboree Camp” postcard  1’500 
   with blue vignette tied by violet special ds, fine and rare 

20500 F  104 1937 (Feb 3) “ALL INDIA SCOUTS JAMBOREE” rocket mail envelope with green vignette  1’000 
   tied by violet special ds, with KGV 9p adjacent tied by further boxed special ds,   
   fine and scarce 

20501 F  www 1937-40 3p to 5R individually on a set of 16 envelopes (one with 1940-43 1 1/2a) all  100 
   tied by Lucknow “JAI HIND” machine cancel and addressed to Sir Francis Wylie (see  
   following lot), mixed condition 
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Gandhi

HANDWRITTEN LETTER FROM GANDHI 

   1942 Complete handwritten letter from Gandhi to Sir Francis Wylie, with printed header    
   of Sevagram (the place of Mohandas Gandhi’s ashram), with poignant end note about  
   the war (“if anywhere at this time life could be called pleasant”) and signed “M K  
   Gandhi” at the end.
  

 
   Also including a letter from Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, a fellow activist in the India  
   Independence movement, with the same printed header to Sir Francis Wylie, with  
   interesting content about Gandhi and her beliefs of peace during WWII: “It is good to  
   be back with Gandhi. He is the only person today who possesses good will for everyone  
   on earth as well as faith in mankind” 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20502
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20502
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   Transcription:  
   Rajkumari showed me your letter containing reference to one. I must plead guilty. I was  
   angry over what I considered to be unworthy of you of whom I had glowing accounts.  
   I had been told that you were a follower of Tolstoi [the Russian writer] I could not very  
   well write to you about my great grief. For though I have accepted your objective, I was  
   more grieved than angry needless to say that I would have been delighted to have your  
   son with me. He would have enjoyed the novel life at Sevagram. And of course I was  
   and am sorry that we could not meet each other though we were so near each other.  
   I hope that you are having a pleasant time in Afghanistan, if anywhere at this time life  
   could be called pleasant. M K Gandhi  
     
   Estimate: € 15’000 - € 20’000

Gandhi with Rajkumari Amrit Kaur at Simla in 1945
 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20502
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20503 20505ex

20504ex

20503 CC C   1948 Gandhi Service 1 1/2a in top marginal block of four with sheet inscription, mint  200 
 J  nh but slight gum faults on top two stamps, otherwise a fine and scarce multiple  

20504 C   1948 Gandhi set of four, mint lh, fine  150

20505 C   1948 Gandhi set of four, mint lh, fine  150

20506 C  104 1948 Gandhi set to 10R in a Courvoisier presentation folder (grey), rare and a very fine example  3’000

20507 C   No lot

20508 C   No lot

20509 J  104 1948 Gandhi card presentation folder with the complete set in blocks of four stuck  1’000 
   down inside (except for 3 1/2a), fine 

20510 C  104 1948 Gandhi presentation folder given at the UPU convention in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil,  1’000 
   with “In Commemoration of the 79th Birthday of Mahatma Gandhi” Portuguese  
   inscription inside, with the three lower values affixed on the adjacent page, some soiling  
   and toning throughout, thought to be the only Gandhi philatelic item ever given or dated  
   on his birthday, extremely scarce and the first example we have ever offered 

20511 F  104 1948 Gandhi mourning first day cover with complete set tied by Bombay FDC cancels,  2’000 
   sent registered with label on reverse, fine 

20512 F  104 1948 Gandhi first day cover from PORBANDAR (place of Gandhi’s birth) sent registered  1’500 
   to New Zealand with 1 1/2a, 3 1/2a and 12a tied by single cds, further franked on the  
   reverse with KGVI 3p on 1a3p and 9p, a fine and scarce usage 

20513 F  104 1948 Gandhi first day cover (privately printed) to Switzerland with complete set to  1’000 
   10R tied by Bombay FDC oval cancels, sent registered with label on the reverse and  
   arrival cds, glue marks affecting 12a 

20514 F  104 1948 Gandhi first day cover with complete set tied by Bombay special FDI oval ds,  1’000 
   addressed to Jal Cooper (the famous Indian philatelist) in Bombay, Bombay bs, very fine 

20515 F  110 1948 Gandhi first day cover with all four values to 10R on the reverse tied by  700 
   Shivajinagar 15.08.48 cds, sent to Poona, some adhesion marks and minor creasing 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20503
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20504
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20516 F   www Selection of Gandhi items incl. 8 picture postal stationery cards, 3 picture postcards  40 
   (incl. used one of him and Mountbatten with stamps of them below), 1973 FDC and  
   1969 India Post booklet for the Centenary issue 

20517 P  110 GREECE: 1970 Gandhi 3.5D proof in green and black (brown missing), gummed paper,   300 
   very fine, cert. Zuskis and Philartia 

20518 G  110 HUNGARY: 1969 Gandhi 5f imperforate phase printing with missing black on piece with  500 
   normal, both tied by Köszeg cds, fine, cert. Istvan Glatz (2013) (Mi. 2544BF) 

20519 A  110 MEXICO: 1969 Gandhi 80c hand painted essay of the issued stamp, 8x12cm, very  500 
   fine and unique

Colour Trials, Essays & Proofs 

20520 P  110 1949 UPU proof / essay min.sheet of the four values in black on ungummed paper,   300 
   each stamp larger than normal and showing two bars at top left not featured on issued  
   stamps, plus the set of four singles on carton paper in issued colours showing an even  
   more enlarged design 

 

20521 C P   1953 Railway Centenary group of four colour trials, incl. 4a in blue, black and green  300 
   and 2a in blue, original gum each some paper adhesion and odd tone spots 

 

20522 CC C     1957 Map Series group of fifteen 2np colour trials all in different colours, mint large part og  1’000 
   or full og on watermarked paper, mark on orange example, rest very fine, plus normal 

 

20523 CC   1957 International Commission in Indo-China: Unissued 1np blue-green, wmk stars,    
   perf. 14x14 1/2, overprinted with type N2 for use in Laos but not issued, mint nh, a  
   couple of lightly toned perfs otherwise very fine, believed to be unique and a great  
   rarity of modern India, cert. BPA (2012)  
     
   Estimate: € 7’500 - € 10’000 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20521
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20515     € 700

 
20517     € 300

 
20518     € 500

 
20519     € 500

 
20520     € 300

 
20525     € 400

 
20526     € 400

 
20527     € 400

 
20528     € 400
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20524 CC C    1963 Freedom From Hunger 15np colour trials in mauve, orange-brown and olive, plus  150 
   normal, odd slight gum fault otherwise fine 

20525 P  110 1970 Sant Namdeo 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in the chosen  400 
   colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page inscribed  
   “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the India  
   Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, very fine 

20526 P  110 1970 National Philatelic Exhibition 20np colour trials in four different set of colours  400 
   (one in the chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed in a  
   cardboard folder inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the  
   General Manager of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the  
   colours used, very fine 

20527 P  110 1970 Calcutta Port Commissions 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in  400 
   the chosen colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard  
   page inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General  
   Manager of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours  
   used, very fine 

20528 P  110 1970 Dr. Montessori 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in the chosen  400 
   colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page inscribed  
   “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the India  
   Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

20529 P  112 1970 Jamia Millia Islamia 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in the  400 
   chosen colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page  
   inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of  
   the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

20530 P  112 1970 Ludwig van Beethoven 20np colour trials in six different sets of colours (one in  400 
   the chosen colours and signed adjacent), with a single and a block of four of each,  
   affixed in a cardboard folder inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed  
   by the General Manager of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse  
   indicating the colours used, very fine 

20531 P  112 1970 Indian Red Cross Society 20np colour trials in four different sets of colours  400 
   (one in the chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a  
   cardboard page inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the  
   Assistant General Manager of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse  
   indicating the colours used, fine 

20532 P  112 1970 Maharsi Valmiki 20np colour trials in four different sets of colours (one in the  400 
   chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page  
   inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of  
   the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

20533 P  112 1970 Asian Productivity Year 20np colour trials in four different sets of colours (one  400 
   in the chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard  
   page inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager  
   of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20524
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20533     € 400

 
20534     € 400

 
20535     € 400

 
20537     € 400

 
20538     € 400

 
20539     € 400

 
20529     € 400

 
20530     € 400

 
20531     € 400

 
20532     € 400

 
20536     € 400

 
20548ex    € 300-400
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20534 P  112 1970 Diamond Jubilee of the Girl Guides 20np colour trials in four different sets of  400 
   colours (one in the chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed  
   on a cardboard page inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the  
   General Manager of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the  
   colours used, fine 

20535 P  112 1970 Life Insurance 20np colour trials in four different set of colours (one in the  400 
   chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page  
   inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the  
   India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, very fine 

20536 P  112 1971 Census Centenary 20np colour trials in four different set of colours (one in the  400 
   chosen colours), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page  
   inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the  
   India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, very fine 

20537 P  112 1971 Acharya Narendra 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in the chosen  400 
   colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page inscribed  
   “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the India  
   Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

20538 P  112 1971 Deenabandhu C. F. Andrews 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in  400 
   the chosen colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard  
   page inscribed “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager  
   of the India Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, fine 

20539 P  112 1971 Sant Ravidas 20np colour trials in four different colours (one in the chosen  400 
   colour), with a single and a block of four of each, affixed on a cardboard page inscribed  
   “Forwarded for selection of colours” and signed by the General Manager of the India  
   Security Press, label affixed on the reverse indicating the colours used, very fine 

 

20540 CC P   1973 Gandhi & Nehru 20p 7-stage progressive proofs, two of Gandhi & Nehru and  400 
   five of the background, mint nh, fine and scarce 

 

20541 20542 20543

20541 CC P    1975 Satellite 25P colour trials in imperf. pairs (5) in different colours, plus normal pair  150 

20542 DCE    1986 Famous Indians 50p Sagarmal Gopa colour trials with portrait in dark brown,   150 
   mauve and orange-brown (couple of faint marks), plus normal, no gum, fine 

20543 DCE    1988 Famous Indians 60p Kuladhor Chalia colour trials with portrait in red-brown,  150 
   indigo and pale brown, plus normal, no gum, fine 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20540
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20551ex2

 
20562ex2

 
20563ex1     € 500

 
20563ex2

 
20564ex1     € 100

 
20555     € 600-800

 
20564ex2

 
20549     € 200-300

 
20550     € 200-300

 
20562ex1     € 300

 
20551ex1     € 7’000-10’000
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Booklets

 

20544     1904-37, Collection of booklets incl. SB1 (3/4 complete), SB2 (1/2 comp.), SB3, SB3b,  Offer 
    SB4a, SB4b (2), SB5a (2, 1 of which is 1/2 comp.), SB5b, SB7, SB7a (2), SB8a (2, 1  
   of which is 1/2 compl.), SB9, SB9b (2 stamps missing and reconstructed), SB10a,   
   SB13 (3), SB14b, SB17a (2), SB18a (2), SB19ba (1/2 compl.), SB22 (2), mostly fine  
   and a difficult group (SG £21’120 for complete booklets) (Est. € 5’000 / 7’000) 

Officials

20545 20546
 

20545 C   1866 2a Purple mint og, right marginal with sheet no., small crease otherwise fine O15 300

20546 C   1866 2a Purple with green ovpt, mint og, imperfections incl. couple of small creases O16 300 
   and trimmed perfs at right (SG £2’250) 

Revenues

20547 CC C   Feudatory States Alwar to Wankaner extensive specialised collection neatly mounted  Offer 
 H G    and written up in eleven albums, showing unused some with CANCELLED hs, used  
 F J  with documents, a wonderful assembly for study (100s) (Est. € 2’000/4’000) 

20548 DCE S  112 Group of revenues incl. Forest Department 1R & 3R unused strips (Barefoot 15a &   Offer 
     17a) with faults, Share Transfer 1863 values to 10R (12 stamps) with Speciment ovpt,  
   Foreign Bill 1861 2a, 3a, 6a, 8a and 12 perf. and 4a, 18R and 24 R imperf. all in  
   corner marginal blocks of four with sheet no. with “CANCELLED” ovpts, Foreign Bill  
   1898-1904 selection of mint & used singles, and Special Adhesive 1903 40R pair,   
   100R strip of 3, 200R strip of three and 500R pair with Cancelled hs, etc., various  
   faults so please inspect (Est. € 300 / 400) 

20549 F  114 1890 (Oct 25) Envelope to Poona with 1868 2a violet “Special Adhesive” revenue  200 
   (Barefoot 24) tied by Ranchi squared circle, Poona arrival bs, portion of reverse missing,  
   still a scarce postal usage of fiscal 

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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20550 F  114 1915 (Apr 8) Long envelope addressed to the “Agent General in India, British Protectorate  200-300 
   in Africa, Administered by the Foreign Offices” with 1866 1a revenue tied by Kirkee  
   cds, with Bombay arrival on reverse, some envelope creasing, fine and scarce postal  
   usage of a fiscal 

Collections & Group Lots

20551 F    114 1811-62, Collection of 48 stampless covers, many written up on pages, a few with hs  Offer 
   unrecorded by Giles, better items incl. two 1857 Soldier’s Letters with contents from  
   about the mutiny of the Bengal Sepoys talking of the atrocities, 1836 “INDIA SOLDIER’S  
   LETTER / 3 / LONDON” on cover, maritime mail, etc., a wide variety, see scans  
   (Est. € 7’000 / 10’000) 

20552 F   www 1842-69 PONDICHERRY, group of 9 stampless covers sent to Europe, with either  Offer 
   “BUREAU DE PONDICHERRY” cds or red boxed ds, a variety of rates, mostly fine  
   (Est. € 800/1’000) 

20553 F   www 1844-84, Collection of 18 covers to and from France mounted on pages showing  Offer 
   various rates, corrections to rates, accountancy marks, various steamers (a number  
   of covers from 1/2/1857 to end of June 1860 indicating Sea Postage could not be  
   paid to France during this period), also franked covers from France to Peshawar, also  
   a few from Griffith correspondence incl. one from Candahr (2nd Afghanistan War),   
   ideal for further research, prestamp mostly fine, franked mail mixed 

 

20554 H    1852-1947, Used collection showing a great deal of completion, from Scinde Dawk  Offer 
   1/2a white (faults), with all the shades and dies of the 1/2a and 1a lithograph issues,  
   most of the 4a printings, only missing an unissued stamp until 1946, plus a strong  
   section of officials (incl. some forged overprinted fiscals) and finishing with C.E.F. and  
   I.E.F. ovpts (Est. € 1’500/2’000) 

20555 F   114 1858-1939 PONDICHERRY, group of 26 covers/cards, a fragment, as well as loose  Offer 
   stamps incl. Telegraphs, showing the various types of Pondicherry cancel as well as  
   a few Yanam, Karikal and Chandernagore cancels, mixed condition (Est. € 600 / 800) 

20556 F   www 1865-73, Group of four small covers with 1865 1/2 frankings, incl. pair tied by blue  Offer 
   Calcutta duplex, one tied by Ramgurh duplex, one tied by Cawnpore duplex and one  
   from Bombay with “TRAIN LATE” hs, attractive little group (Est. € 80/90) 

20557 F   www 1876-1947, Exhibition collection of “Brahamini Dak” (Mewar State postal system)  Offer 
   cancellations, 142 items, mostly covers with some printed acknowledgement of receipt  
   (for registered, parcels & V.P.), written up with an illustration of the cancellation  
   adjacent for every item, quality of the cancellations is better than normally seen, a  
   very difficult collection to replicate, see scans (Est. € 6’000/8’000) 

20558 F   www 1902-36 BURMA, collection of ca.175 KEVII and KGV covers and postal stationery,   Offer 
   with 25 registered, 25 going to South East Asia (Saigon, Penang, Kuala Lumpur, etc.),   
   a wide variety of town cancels, mixed condition (Est. € 200/300) 

20559 F   www 1914-20 Indian Expeditionary Force: Attractive one frame exhibit mounted on 18  Offer 
   pages, showing a fine array of Field Force cards with various FPO numeral ds, all with  
   a useful censor mkgs, plus some IEF frankings, mixed to very fine (46 covers)  
   (Est. € 300/400) 

20560 C H   www INDIAN STATES: Small selection of various States, incl. Travancore Official mint blocks,  Offer 
 J  Morvi mint blocks, Bhopal 1884 1/4a green perf. block of 28, etc. (Est. €  50/80) 

20561   www Group of India & Indian States postal stationery (10) and four Jammu & Kashmir  Offer 
   frankings, mixed condition (Est. € 100/200) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20554
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A very rare and beautiful 
showpiece

1891 De La Rue presentation card with printed heading: “Proposed 
Scheme for Indian Adhesive Postage Stamp”, with date and “Duplicate 
with tracings of designs” in the corners, comprising of the FIVE 
HANDPAINTED ESSAYS incl. 2 1/2a in buff, lilac, grey-blue & deep blue, 
4a in buff, lilac & red, 6a buff, brown & green, 8a in buff, lilac & green 
and 1r in buff, green & red, each imperforate with handpainted perfs, 
alongside the issued 1882-90 1/2a, 9p, 1a, 1a6p colour trial (mistakenly 
mentioned as discoloured on the cert.), 2a, 3a and 12a stamps, some 
minor foxing not detracting from this beautiful item, cert. BPA (2008)
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Alwar

20562 F  114 1877-1922, Small selection written up on album pages incl. 2 registered covers from  300 
   1880s with multiple frankings and several adhesives with different settings 

Bamra

20563 F  114 Group of 5 unused postal stationery envelopes of different types, one with 1/2a die  500 
   and others with a decorative frame and “Bamra / Postage” on the backflap, a very rare  
   group, slightly mixed condition 

20564 F  114 1/4a Green postal stationery cards, both unused, one on green card and slightly larger  100 
   than the other on pale green card, fine 

Bhopal

 

20565 H     1935-36 Officials selection of varieties, incl. 1/4a on 4a and 3p on 4a (red ovpts) in  200 
   used vert. pair (faults), same with black ovpts, 1/4a red inverted surch. on 1/2a and  
   2a blue (both used), 3p on 4a chocolate (thin), etc., (SG £1’609) 

Cochin

20566 F  124 1885 Stampless letter from Irinjalakuda to Ernakulam, with two circular cancels on  50 
   reverse, some faults 

ONE OF ONLY 6 KNOWN EXAMPLES

 

20567 J DCE   1943 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 9p ultramarine top marginal pair IMPERFORATE 89a 3’200 
    BETWEEN and imperforate at right, unused, light horizontal crease, a couple of faint   
   tone spots, a fine looking example and very rare as only 6 such pairs thought to exist 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20565
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20567
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20568 DCE   1946-48 Maharaja Ravi Varma 1a orange top marginal strip of 8, showing imperf. at top 106var 500 
   variety (between stamp and margin), unused, some tone spots otherwise fine and scarce 

RARE PERFORATION VARIETY

 

20569 H J   1948-50 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 2p grey-brown lower marginal block of six with lower 109a  
   two pairs IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, also imperf. between stamps and lower margin,   
   Cochin City cds, some minor toning otherwise fine, a nice example and very rare neat  
     
   Estimate: € 5’500 - € 6’500 

 

20570 DCE   Officials: 1946-48 Maharaja Kerala Varma III 2 1/4a yellow-green imperforate top left O91var 200 
   corner marginal pair with inverted overprint, reverse with one print of the 2 1/4a and  
   two of the 3a orange-red, fine and interesting printer’s waste 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20568
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20569
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20570
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Dhar

20571 F   www Group of 6 unused postal stationery, incl. 1897-1900 1/4a die on postcard, 1898-  150 
   1900 1/4a violet postcard (2), 1/4a red postcard and 1/2a envelope (2), generally fine 

Dungarpur

20572 F   www 1922-47, Small group incl. 1939-46 1/2a die I on local cover (stamp with faults), KGV  50 
   1/4a post. stat. uprated with 3p from Galiakot, KGV 1/2a post. stat. from Bankora, 1947  
   stampless State Service cover with postage due “horse-shoe” hs plus 27 revenues 

20573 F  124 1939-46 1 1/2a Deep Violet (imperf. at right and foot) tied on reverse of “State Service” 13 300 
   cover, fine and scarce (SG £425 for used with x2 factor for cover) 

Duttia

20574 F   1917 (Jul 22) 1/2a Green postal stationery envelope sent registered and uprated on  3’000 
   the reverse with 1a blue watercolour Revenues in pair and single tied by Duttia hooded  
   cds, boxed registered hs on obverse, an extremely rare usage and thought by SG to  
   have not been postally used 

20575 F  124 1912 (Jun 25) Small envelope with 1a blue watercolour Revenue (faulty) tied by  300 
   indistinct Duttia hooded cds, with further Duttia cancel on reverse, an extremely rare  
   postal usage 

20576 F  124 1a blue watercolour Revenue group incl. unused block of four in deep shade (tiny  50 
   thin), block of four with pen marks and some creasing in light shade, pair on piece in  
   dark shade and single in light shade 

20577 F  124 1897 1/2a black “Ganesh” envelope with blue control seal over the stamp die,   150 
   f unused, ine 

20578 F  124 1899 “Duttia State” postal stationery card with blue control seal over the stamp die,  150 
   very fine 

20579 F  124 “Dutia State” postal stationery card with blue control seal beneath the stamp die, minor  150 
   peripheral wear 

Idar

20580 F  124 1944 1/2a Green postal stationery card PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES, unused, thought  500 
   to be unique, fine, plus normal example 

Indore

20581 F  124 1926-41, Group of 3 uprated 1/4a postal stationery cards, one with 1904-20  200 
   1/4a orange (crease and hole), one with India 1912-13 KGV Service and one with    
   1940 1/2a on 2R 
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Jaipur

20582 F   www 1937-1943, Group of used 1/4a postcards with a mixture of different cancellations,  150 
   incl. Naraina, Bandikui, Hinoaun, Dausa and Sawai Jaipur, two with additional 1932  
   1/4a stamp, two are creased, otherwise good (7) 

20583 F   www Group of 30 used and unused postal stationery with the “Cart & Sun” and Marharaja  150 
   dies with a variety of types, better items incl. 3/4a envelope sent registered with  
   further 1/4a, 1/2a (3) and 1a, registered envelope (missing stamp on reverse), etc.,   
   mixed condition 

20584 F   www Group of 6 “JAIPUR STATE” used postal stationery cards, with three different types of  100 
   the 1/4a, generally fine 

20585 F  124 OFFICIALS: Group of 5 SERVICE postal stationery cards, incl. 1/4a “Cart & Sun” uprated  50 
   with 1932-37 1/4a Service, 1/4a Maharaja Singh II unused, 1/2a used with type O1  
   ovpt, 1/2a used with type O3 ovpt, and 1/4a on 1/2a unused, fine 

Jammu & Kashmir

20586 20587 20590
 

20586 H   1874-76 4a Dark Blue used, good margins, light indistinct cancel, couple of slight 17 var 200 
   thins and crease at top right, fine appearance and rare in this shade 

20587 H   1874-76 4a Dark Blue used, good margins, light indistinct cancel, corner crease 19 var 400 
   otherwise fine and rare in this shade 

20588 F  124 1868 (Jan 2) Small native envelope from Sialkote to Umritsur City with Jammu &   750 
   Kashmir 1867-77 1/2a violet-blue cancelled by pen cross and tied by smudgy red  
   cancel, and 1865 1/2a blue tied by “U / 26” duplex, with despatch and arrival bs, small  
   peripheral fault at lower left, scarce 

20589 F   www Group of 32 postal stationery cards (20 unused, 12 used) with a variety of states /  100 
   shades / size variations, etc., great for further study, mixed condition 

20590 H F   1867-76 4a Red with barred cancel, good margins, crease, plus “missing die” forgery  150 
 L  selection incl. 4a red block of six, 1a red vert. pair, 1/2a black and 1/2a orange, plus  
   1880-94 Official 1/2a black used block of six (faults) and 1878-79 1/2a red imperf.  
   wove paper tied on post. stat. cover 

Jasdan

 

20591 DCE   1942-47 1a Deep Myrtle-Green perf.10 1/2 unused, tiny thin and a couple of toned 1, 4 300 
   perfs (SG £2’250), and 1a pale yellow-green perf.8 1/2-9 mint og 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20586
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20587
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20590
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=186&cat=20591
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Jind

20592 F   www Group of 16 unused postal stationery cards with one example of the flower-shaped die  300 
   and the others with the hexagon-shaped die incl. different types, a scarce group 

Jind Convention State

20593 F  124 KGV 1a Registered envelope with “JIND STATE” overprint and coat of arms, unused,   50 
   fine and scarce postal stationery 

Kishengarh

20594 F  124 Group of three unused postal stationery incl. 1899-1900 1a pale green die on envelope,  500 
   1899-1901 1/4a magenta die on card and 1/2a slate-blue die on envelope, very fine  
   and rare group 

Morvi

20595 F   www 1931-48, Collection of postal history with 97 covers, mostly postal stationery with  Offer 
   some uprated, mixed condition (Est. € 300/500) 

Patiala

20596 C H www 1884-1902, Group of mint & used overprint errors and varieties, incl. 1884 1a with  Offer 
 DCE    red and black ovpt (torn off corner), “AUTTIALLA”, and a variety of broken letters incl.  
   “PJTTIALIA”, “8TATE”, “KGV Telephone Service missing “SERVICE”, etc., an interesting  
   group for the specialist (Est. € 300/400) 

Rajasthan

20597 CC J  www 1950 4a Black & Grey-Green in top left corner marginal block of 30, mint nh with toned 22 80 
   gum, one stamp with small adhesion, fine (SG £330+) 

Soruth

20598 F   www Group of 6 postal stationery cards incl. 1929 1/2a Gir Lion die (two used, two unused  80 
   incl. one with Pravin Soap advert), 3pi Junagadh City die unused and 1/2a on 3pi used,  
   mixed condition 

Travancore

20599 F   www 1914-22 4ca Pink complete sheet of 84, with a shifted watermark causing the left 23 200 
   column of stamps to have no watermark except for the top stamp which shows the  
   corner positional wmk, toning caused by the browning of the gum, no perf. separation,  
   interesting variety (SG £672++) 

20600 J DCE  124 1941-42 1ch Yellow-Green with double overprint error in top left corner marginal block O96c 50 
   of four, showing additional overprints in the margin, unused, very fine (SG £104) 
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1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/
or through the David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are me-
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without responsibility. Photographs count as part of the de-
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hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not 
bound to comply with the formalities of the Federal Law 
dealing with actions for debt and bankruptcy proceedings; 
in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may choose to institute 
or go on with the usual proceedings without having before-
hand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 
below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the 
auction is guaranteed for a period of 30 days from the auc-
tion date, with the express exclusion of any other fault(s). 
Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to the 
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the 

lots but at the latest within 30 days from that date. Before 
delivery, which may take place after the 30 days period, 
the lots purchased may be  examined at the Geneva offices 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is 
made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to 
the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required in 
order to substantiate the claim with an expertise, a request 
for such extension must be made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension 
will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention  
will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must 
come to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that pe-
riod. No further extension of the period will be considered 
without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details which 
are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authentic-
ity of a lot be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide 
an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert 
in the field, justifying the claim. If a stamp is found by a 
 recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for errors, 
to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Conse-
quently, the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered 
an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to request, at its own 
discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise 
and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the 
case of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the 
claim is not justified. In the case of a justified claim, the lot is 
taken back and the knock-down price plus the commission 
are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment 
due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest is 
charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If 
David Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumula-
tions, selections, groups and those containing duplicates 
cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning 
lots described as a set or groups of sets containing more 
than one stamp, can only be considered under the terms 
of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to less than one third 
of the total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined 
by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having defects 
or faults cannot be subjected to a claim regarding defects 
or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim 
because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors 
shown in the illustrations. 

4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus 
commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of 
the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the 
right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere 
and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings in 
order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for 
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. 
A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first 
month and 2% per month  afterwards plus expenses in-
curred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30 
days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default 
in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any 
circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced 
to the lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact 
same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using 
more than one medium of bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights 
and obligations arising from them shall be governed ex-
clusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with 
respect to the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to 
the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to 
sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such 
case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and in the case of 
issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its 
Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions: 

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every 
kind including those outside the auctions, with David 
Feldman SA.

(Private Auction-EN-EUR, rev.-Dan-03/2014)



Do you or someone you know have a great philatelic collection? We are eager to see what you or a friend may have, 
and if the collection you propose is suitable, we will produce a handsome hard-bound “ Great Philatelic Collections” 
volume at no cost to you (other than the time it will take to scan your pages). 

Contact us at info@davidfeldman.com

“Great Philatelic Collections”
  New subjects always welcome



Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf. 
The following have already been printed or are being prepared:

 Egypt: Postal Services in the Suez Canal Zone
 formed by Samir Fikry

 Finland: Grand Duchy of Finland 1856-1884
 formed by Jussi Tuori

 India: The Classic Period to 1879 
 formed by Dr. Sita Bhateja

 Japan: Classic Japan* New!
 formed by Hiroyuki Kanai

 Natal: Postal History 
 formed by Prof. Keith Klugman

 Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia): 1655-1870 
 formed by Tay Peng Hian, rdp, frpsl

 Panama: Colombian State Period 
 formed by Alvaro Castro-Harrigan

 Persia: The Classic Period to 1879 
 formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (I): China Proper 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (II): Mongolia & Sinkiang 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl 

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (III): Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway** New!
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs,frpsl  

 Thailand: Classic Stamps & Postal History of Siam 
 formed by Surajit Gongvatana, frpsl

 Turkey: The Duloz Issues, 1865-76 
 formed by Max Plantinga

 USA: 1847 & 1851-57 Classic Issues on Cover 
 formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl

 All available and future editions (“Standing Order”)
 Please tick the box for each book you wish to order.  
 e 75 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF
 * e 200 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF
 ** e 100 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF

To come

 Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (IV): Russia’s Wars in China 
 formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl

 Belgium: “Épaulettes”, “Médaillons” and “L’Émission de 1865” (4 volumes)  
 formed by Anatoly Karpov

“Great Philatelic Collections”
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered 
Limited Editions (100-250 each)

Order by post, from our online shop or e-mail (info@davidfeldman.com) 

www.davidfeldman.com



Symbols and abbreviations
Symboles et abréviations / Symbole und Abkürzungen

Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C mint with original gum

 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC mint never hinged

 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans gomme ou  

 regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H used

 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J block of four or larger

 multiple / Viererblock

K tête-bêche pair

 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I fiscal cancel

 oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document

 fragment / Briefstück

F cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte 

 postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay

 essai / Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)

 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal

 timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S specimen

 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery

 faux / Fälschung

Abbreviations / Abréviations / Abkürzungen
2-14 nos. 2 through 14 / n°2 au 14 / nr.2 bis 14
2/14 between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.) / entre le n°2 et 14 /  aus 
  nr. 2 bis 14
add’l additional / supplémentaire / zusätzlich
approx. approximate(ly) / environ / ungefähr
B bottom / en bas / unten
BL bottom left / en bas à gauche / unten links
BR bottom right / en bas à droit / unten rechts
bs backstamp(s)/ backstamped / rücks. Stpl.
ca. circa / environ / circa
cat. catalogue / Katalog
cds circular date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
cert. certificate / certificat / Attest
cplt. complete / complet / vollständig
diff different / différent / verschiedene
ds date stamp(s) / cachet à date / Datumstempel
FDC first day cover / lettre premier jour / Ersttagsbrief
FFC first flight cover / lettre premier vol / Erstflugbrief
FL folded letter / pli / Faltbrief
horiz. horizontal / waagrecht
hr hinge remnant(s) / reste de charnière / Falzreste
hs handstamp(s) / cachet / Handstempel
imperf imperforate / non-dentelé / ungezähnt
L left / à gauche / links
lh lightly hinged / légère charnière / leichte Falzreste
MC Maltese Cross / croix de Malte / Malteserkreuz

Condition of Covers / Etats des lettres et entiers / 
Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel. / Qualité irré-
prochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais 
et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspu-
ren (Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage. / Qualité 
premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter quelques légères salissures et 
usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. / Qualité standard, 
les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. / Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie 
Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere 
Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / schön   
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example. 
/ Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres facteurs (voir photo et description) mais 
exemplaire très présentable. / Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel 
(siehe Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare und sam-
melwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

Please note:Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and 
file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning or minor 
stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not 
always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. 
We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères réductions 
sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques normales pour des lettres du 
19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout 
de quelques renforts sont également acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans 
les descriptions. Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration 
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires 
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.

Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, leichte 
Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. 
anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken 
oder Risschen und Büge entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren 
und nicht immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - diese 
stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie auf den photos resp. 
scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung 
Im Zweifel können Sie von uns VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser 
auflösende scans verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

min. sheet miniature sheet, souvenir sheet / bloc feuillet / Block
ms manuscript / manuscrit / handschriftlich
nh never hinged / sans charnière / postfrisch
no(s). number(s) / numéro(s) / Nummer(n)
og original gum / gomme originale / Originalgummi
ovpt overprint / surcharge /Aufdruck
o/w otherwise / autrement / ansonsten
pc postcard / carte postale / Postkarte
perf perforated / perforé(e) / gezähnt
pl. plate / plaque / Platte
pos. position / numéro dans la planche / Bogenposition
ps postal stationery / entier / Ganzsache
ppc picture postcard / carte postale / Ansichtskarte
R right / à droite / rechts
reg’d registered / recommandé / eingeschrieben
SFL stampless folded letter (unused)/ entier double / Ganzsachenbrief
s/l straight line cancel/ cachet linéaire / Langstempel
STC stated to catalogue (by third party) / selon données vendeur /  
 angebl. Katalogwert
T top / en haut / oben
TL top left / en haut à gauche / oben links
TR top right / en haut à droite / oben rechts
unwmkd unwatermarked / sans filigrane / ohne Wasserzeichen
var. variety / variété / Abart
vert. vertical / verticale / senkrecht
wmk watermark(ed) / filigrane / Wasserzeichen
w/o without / sans / ohne



Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. box 81 
1213 Onex, Geneva
Switzerland
t 00 41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor 
New York
NY 10169
t 00 1 212-997-9200
infousa@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704 (7th Floor) 
Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong
t 00 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com

Follow the steps and consign with us 
for the Autumn Auction series

Deadline: September 30, 2014

Step 1:  Contact us

Step 2:  Get a free professional evaluation

Step 3:  Sign a consignment contract and  
a receipt for your property.

Step 4 : Lot listing - Descriptions,   
catalogue and promotion

Step 5:  Experience the auction event!

Step 6 : Get paid



View the lots and bid online on www.davidfeldman.com

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. box 81 
1213 Onex, Geneva
Switzerland
t 00 41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor 
New York
NY 10169
t 00 1 212-997-9200
infousa@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704 (7th Floor) 
Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong
t 00 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

Tasmania 
The Koichi Sato Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection
Geneva, June 27, 2014

  A wonderful collection of this 

rarely offered Australian State



Passion, Knowledge & Experience 
in producing leading results
Our strengths can work on your behalf ! 
Choose the proven winner when selling your collection.

www.davidfeldman.com

With offices in Geneva, New York and Hong Kong and 
worldwide live auction coverage via Internet, we offer an 
important advantage worthy of consideration: selling your 
collections where they are likely to obtain the best price.

Your results matter to us as much as they matter to 
you –so please contact us today and let us get to 
work for you.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel.:+41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10169
Tel.: +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704 (7th Floor) Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King's Road, North Point, Hong Kong,
Tel.: + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

1877 - Earliest known cover from the official Russian post in Peking from the Dr. Raymond Casey Collection
Sold by David Feldman in Geneva in December 2012 for EUR 204’000
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Karol Weyna
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Latin America, Eastern 
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Anders Thorell
Specialities: Switzerland, 
Europe Classics, Nordics
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1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON 
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44    Fax +41 22 757 18 89 
  quietly located, very close to our offices

Room rates: Single CHF 180.- / Double CHF 210.- 
breakfast included
www.auberge-confignon.ch

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE 
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11    Fax +41 22 792 05 46
e-mail info@vendee.ch
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: weekdays & weekends CHF 215.- 
with shower / bath
www.vendee.ch

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE 
(non-smoking rooms only) 
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87    Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by tram 12 & 14 
  located in heart of the main shopping area

Room rates: CHF 158.- single 
with shower / bath
www.hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00    Fax +41 22 709 02 10 
  close to our offices

Room rates: from CHF 159.- / CHF 179.-
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
/index.shtml

5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20    Fax +41 22 709 02 1 
  close to our offices

Room rates: from CHF 95.- (CHF 95.- / 105.- / 165.-) 
www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS 
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33    Fax +41 22 884 08 34
e-mail info@horlogers-ge.ch  
  close to our offices; breakfast included

Room rates: Single CHF 175.- / Double CHF 210.-
www.horlogers-ge.ch 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE 
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève 
  just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices

Tel. +41 22 708 16 16    Fax +41 22 708 16 17
e-mail Info@tiffanyhotel.ch
Room rates: Starting from CHF 195.-
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

8. HOTEL ASTORIA  
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52    Fax +41 22 544 52 54
e-mail hotel@astoria-geneve.ch 
  near the main train station

Room rates: starting from CHF 195.-
www.astoria-geneve.ch

Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you 
with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in 
Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

The David Feldman company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases (Please contact our 
accounts department in advance of your visit).

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations

S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations

Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel.:+41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
230 Park Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10169
Tel.: +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong 
Suite 704 (7th Floor) Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King's Road, North Point, Hong Kong,
Tel.: + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

Updated-Andreia P.-03/2014)



Geneva location
Emplacement / Standort

www.davidfeldman.com

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland 
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com 

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, 
South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York, and further representatives in 
the following countries : 


